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Abstract

This research evaluates the system software reliability performance of the Cardio
Vascular X-ray scanner at Philips Healthcare. The source for reliability data is the system
loggings. Two filtering algorithms are designed to filter from the raw data (log-files), the
events that indicate the occurrence of a failure. Differences in software reliability
performance between groups of systems are investigated.
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List of Abbreviations

BBS
BEST
BU
CV
FD
KPI
MPD
MNOTBE
MPTBE
MPTBF
MTBF
NO
ORP
PBL
PCP
PH
PI
PMS
PST
SP
SWR
TBE

Business Balanced Scorecard
Business Excellence through Speed and Teamwork
Business unit
Card io/Vascular
Flat Detector
Key Performance Indicator
Main Power Distribution (unit)
Mean Normal Operation Time Between Errors
Mean Process Time Between Errors
Mean Process Time Between Failures
Mean Time Between Failures
Normal Operation
Order Realization Process
Product BaseLine
Product Creation Process
Philips Healthcare
Process Instance
Philips Medical Systems
Process Survey Tool
Service Pack
SoftWare Release
Time Between Errors

Used Terms

Event Anything that is logged by the systems; every event has a set of
attributes.

Command Particular kind of event that describes a command given by the
clinical user (e.g. pressing a button or selecting a folder)

Start-up event Particular kind of event that describes the (re-) start of the system
or a service

Error Particular kind of event that has for the attribute severity the value
"error"

Failure A faulty state of the system, this is not directly logged

Process Timeframe that starts and stops with the occurrence of a specified
event

Process Instance A particular occurrence of a process (PI)

Filtering algorithm Set of conditions that can be used to filter events
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Management Summary

Research Problem

Within the BU Cardio/Vascular of Philips Healthcare there is the need to know more
about the system software reliability performance of the Allura Xper Cardio/Vascular X
ray systems in the field. Information about the software reliability performance is very
limited. Basically at this point, the only sources of information from the field are the calls
to the customer service and the reports written by field service engineers. A clinical user
will not call every time a software failure occurs and a FSE can not report every failure.
Therefore there is the need for another source of information and for this thesis the choice
is made to try and use the event-logs from the systems in the field. These event-logs
include error loggings that indicate the occurrence of physical failures. The event
loggings provide also data on other system operations as for example, system start ups
and shut down, commands, etc.

Research questions

Objective:
To get information about the field software reliability performance with the use of event
loggings.

Research questions to be answered:

a) How can the event-logs be used to analyze software reliability performance?

b) What are explaining factors for differences in system software reliability
performance ofthe systems in the field?

Research approach

To answer the research questions the following steps are executed:

1) Identification and selection of the systems to be included for the data collection
process. (chapter 3)

2) Collection of data from the selected systems. (chapter 4)

3) Extracting from the data the information that is relevant to the software reliability
analysis of the Xper Allura systems. (chapters 5 and 6)

4) Evaluating statistical measures to identify correlations. (chapters 7 and 8)
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Research outcome

a) By combining knowledge gained by looking at error occurrences, doing interviews
with experts and performing a short literature study, the conditions in which event
loggings indicate failures are found. These conditions form the rules of two filtering
algorithms. These algorithms can be used to extract from the log-files the events that
indicate a failure. One can be used to find failures that lead to a loss of function of over
10 seconds excluding the failures that lead to a complete restart of the system. The
second can be used to find the failures that lead to a complete restart of the system. As
can be seen in figure M.l, knowledge about event classification, tuple times and
processes is combined in the filtering algorithms. A tuple is a sequence of related events,
often one failure occurrence initiates many event loggings in a short time period. A
process can be seen as the timeframe in which certain error loggings indicate a failure
that is experienced by the clinical user. A process is described by events that start and
stop the process. A process instance is one particular occurrence of such a process.

Event
Tuple times Processes

classification

Filtering Algorithm

Figure M.l Combining knowledge

b) For many systems, no failures were found with the algorithm. Main conclusion was
that no subgroup of systems was found with a particular bad or good overall system
software reliability performance. Because of a high variance in time between failures as
calculated with the found failures no significant differences between subgroups were
found. A correlation between workload and software reliability performance was found.
Here workload is defined as the percentage of time a patient is selected for treatment. A
low workload leads to worse performance and a high performance is only reached with a
high workload. A high workload does not necessarily mean a better performance. See
figure M.2 for a scatter plot on which these statements are based. On the Y-axis is the
measure for reliability performance (MPTBF). This is the mean time between failures,
only taking the time that falls within the process instances. On the X-axis is the used
measure for workload (%PIINO). This is the percentage of the time that the system is
turned on, that falls within all the process instances.
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Restricted to failures that lead to the restart of the complete system, it can be said that
there are differences between PBL's. The PBL30 performed better than the PBL20 and
PBL40. The PBL40 performed better than its predecessor the PBL20.
On average the systems showed a software related failure once or twice a year. Most of
these failures had a minimal impact on the treatment of the patient.

Contribution to research

Although event-logs are used more often for reliability analysis, the types of systems to
which these event-logs belong are very different from the Allura Xper. Literature is
restricted to LAN networks and "super computers"; in these cases a failure is often
defined as a complete restart of a system. Because of the life-critical situations for which
the Allura Xper is used, a complete restart is not the only type of failure of importance.
Also because a failure could become life threatening, the number of failures per system is
probably lower and the time between failures is probably longer than for other systems.
Especially the use of commands to specify a process as a timeframe for reliability
analysis contributes to what can be found in literature. This research shows that even for
complex systems like the Allura Xper, event-logs can be used for a software reliability
analysis.

Recommendations

It is evident that there is a lot of information that can be extracted from the event-logs.
This research focused on finding failures that lead to a loss of function of over 10
seconds, which are indicated by the sequence of an error followed by a start-up event. It
is recommended to explore other possibilities regarding the use of log-files:

c) There are possibly other types of failures that can be found by analyzing event
logs, for instance a quality reduction of images or a reduced processing speed. It
is recommended to try and find indications for these types of failures.

d) Because of the high number of (re-) start events without any errors before them, it
is questioned whether every faulty state can be seen by searching for errors in the
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log-files. To get a complete overview, it is recommended to make sure that there
are indications for every faulty state of the system.

Based on comments from users (doctors from the "voice of the customers" program at
Philips Healthcare) and the large amount of restarts without errors, it is expected that part
of the restarts are due to misunderstandings from the clinical user. Combining a user
profiling analysis with a software reliability analysis could give interesting correlations.

Comments

As was expected by reliability anaJyst Cees Wolvekamp and service delivery manager
Janwillem Schrier, the number of software failures is very limited. Also the effect of the
errors is not always critical, the treatment can continue while a particular service is
restarting. Off course it is essential to keep monitoring the software reliability
performance, but it seems that there is not much room for improvements.
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1. Company Profile

This chapter shortly describes the company and the position of the business unit
Cardio/Vascular X-ray.

1.1 Royal Philips Electronics

Philips is a lot more than the lightbulb factory from 1891. Although most people think of
Philips as a producer of consumer electronics, there is a lot more. Philips wants to
establish herself as a people-focused, market-driven company. As a leading Brand in
Health and Well-being, Philips positions herself in three sectors, Healthcare, Lighting and
Consumer Lifestyle. Employing over 120,000 people in approximately 150 countries.
This multinational had annual sales of about 27 billion Euros in 2007.

The corporate mission is:
Improve the quality ofpeople's lives through timely introduction ofmeaningful
innovations.

Supported by the company's vision:
In a world where complexity increasingly touches every aspect ofour daily lives,
we will lead in bringing sense and simplicity to people.

Captured in the Brand Promise:
Sense and Simplicity

1.2 Philips Healthcare

Healthcare in general, is one of the largest industries of the world and because of an
aging global population is growing with a fast pace, not only in the most developed
markets, but also in emerging markets, such as China and India. Philips Healthcare (PH)
is committed throughout the complete cycle of care, from prevention to screening and
diagnosis, through treatment, monitoring and health management. PH is involved not
only with the healthcare in hospitals and other healthcare institutions, but also in the
home. Over 30,000 people work within the healthcare sector of Philips from which more
then half work in the USA. Philips Healthcare is firmly established as a leader in many of
the markets it serves in, with annual sales of about 6.5 billion Euros in 2007.

From Philips' vision 2010:
"Our healthcare sector is dedicated to improving people's lives with solutions designed
around the needs ofour customers andpatients. We believe we can make a difftrence by
removing boundaries in healthcare with our innovative and affordable technology
solutions throughout the entire cycle ofcare. "

"It is our ambition to demonstrate that our innovative products and technologies can
contribute to improved healthcare, at lower cost, around the world. With better and
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earlier screening and diagnosis, more effective patient treatment and an improved ability
to manage chronic diseases at home, we can shorten hospital stays, reduce costs and
improve the quality ofpeople's lives."

Philips Healthcare is in four businesses:

1. Imaging Systems - This business consists of X-ray machines, CT, MR and nuclear
medicine imaging equipment, used to create images of various parts of the body
in varied detail for radiologists and cardiologists.

2. Ultrasound and Monitoring Solutions - This includes Ultrasound imaging, patient
monitoring systems and cardiac systems.

3. Information - This includes healthcare informatics and document services.
4. Customer Services - This includes consultancy, clinical services, education,

equipment financing, asset management and equipment maintenance and repair.

1.3 Business Unit CardioNascular X-ray

The Business Unit CardioNascular X-Ray is, together with a.o. General X-Ray,
Magnetic Resonance and Computed Tomography, part of the Imaging Systems group of
Philips Healthcare. CV X-Ray, being one of the larger BUs, is responsible for delivery of
more than 800 systems in 2007. All of this established with highly educated employees,
of which 330 are located in Best and another 180 in Melbourne, Florida, USA. In the BU
CV X-Ray imaging equipment for diagnosing cardiovascular diseases are developed and
manufactured. [Philips intranet]

Mission:

Be the recognized leader of X-Ray centered, minimally invasive solutions, designed
around patient and clinician, excelling in clinical outcome & workflow efficiency

Vision:

The BU CV has enhanced the way of working of our customers to allow them to take
better care of patients

Quality policy:

"We are committed to fully satisfy the needs ofour customers by delivering high quality
medical devices, solutions, and services."

By delighting our customers and delivering on commitments, we fully satisfy the needs
of our Customers
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We continually determine the needs of our customers.
We satisfy their needs by delivering effective, safe and reliable products through
our business processes.
We deliver what the customer needs, when the customer needs it, and where the
customer needs it.

By developing our people and depending on each other, we deliver high quality medical
devices, solutions, and services

We apply Business Excellence through Speed and Teamwork (BEST) program.
We deliver high quality devices, solutions, and services to our customers enabling
them to achieve cl inical excellence.
We ensure compliance with applicable quality systems, regulatory and
environmental requirements.

The BU CV X-Ray uses a 'matrix' organization, where the responsibilities and
authorities of the BU CV X-ray management are split into line management and process
management responsibility and authority. The operational, including establishment of the
organizational structure and recourses, and the business responsibilities and authorities
are part of the line management, while the quality management responsibilities and
authorities are covered in the process ownership. In both roles the management team
members are responsible for communicating the importance of meeting customer
requirements and fulfilling statutory and regulatory requirements to the organization, and
that the quality policy is understood.

The problem that is issued in this research lies within this BU. Because CV is committed
to deliver reliable products, knowledge about the actual software reliability of the
delivered products is required. Sources that are used today to measure reliability are not
sufficient to measure software reliability. More information about the problem and the
approach to solve this problem can be found in the next chapter.
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2. Research Outline

The research outline describes the research questions and why the choice has been made
for these questions. First the problem situation will be described followed by the
objective of this research. Next the boundaries are set followed by the formulation of the
research questions. Finally the followed methodology will be described.

2.1 Problem Situation

The dependency on software in everyday life has grown tremendously over the past
decade. Presently software is used in life-critical applications, such as aircraft flight
control and hospital equipment such as the Allura Xper. In situations like this it is of
great importance that this software is reliable. [0 1,02, 03]

The attention on hardware reliability of complex systems has overshadowed the
importance of software reliability of the same systems. [04] This is also the case within
the BU CardioNascular. [Guillaume Stollman, Reliability Manager] During the last
decade however, software failures have become a more and more important part of the
cause of system unavailability. The reason for this growth is assumed to be the increased
size and complexity of system software. [05]
The study of Stijn Albers has showed that the differences among software versions in
complexity and size are minimal. [Albers, S.] Software complexity does not explain a
possible high variance in the software reliability performance of the fielded Allura Xper
systems.

Research on software since the 70's is providing us with numerous literature on software
reliability growth during development and on the design of testing procedures to detect
faults, [05, 06, 02] however little focus has been given to field software reliability. A
common conclusion is that there will always be bugs present in the software when
released. Before release, software is tested and most bugs found during testing are
removed. This cycle of testing and improving cannot be done endlessly, because of
increasing costs and time to market. Therefore it is inevitable that there remain bugs in
the system software after release. After release, reliability issues are experienced by the
customer/user, therefore the reliability after release is of great interest.

During operation, the knowledge gained about (software) reliability normally comes from
field engineers and users in the form of complaints and field reports. [02] In the system
design specifications of the Allura Xper, a failure is defined as "a field call that requires a
service engineer to do something".[System Design Specifications] However, a software
failure does not necessary lead to a call, often a restart of the system (or just a part of the
system) is the only effect of a failure. Therefore these commonly used sources are not
sufficient to measure software reliability.

Although not much is known about the actual software reliability of the systems,
reliability analysts at PH believe that the behavior of the software is not the same on
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every system. So another issue is that it is not known if and why a similar software
package behaves differently on one system than on another.

2.2 Research Objective

This thesis focuses on field software reliability and studies the impact of the faults in the
software remaining after testing on the system reliability performance.
The aim of this thesis is to measure software reliability performance with the use of event
loggings and explore potential differences among the software reliability performances of
various settings e.g. software versions, product types, clinical uses etc. and investigate the
presence of common factors that affect software reliability performance.

To explore the presence of potential factors that influence the software reliability
performance, after discussions with Guillaume Stollman, reliability manager at CV, it is
decided to consider the following characteristics:

The service pack: On every system there is a combination of software release and
service pack; together these form the software version. This research will also
show if the improvements and added functionality to the software improved the
reliability performance or caused an increase of failures.
System type: Monoplane or biplane, this is a difference in hardware, specific for
the system under study (Allura Xper). A biplane has two x-ray tubes and two
detectors which make it possible to make more complex images of the patient.
Workload: The percentage of operating time the system is used for its intended
purpose. The treatment of patients is seen as the purpose of the systems.
The Product BaseLine (PBL): Every large development program at CV, leads to a
new PBL. A new PBL can hold both hardware and software changes.

Purpose of measuring reliability performance is also to find a way to improve the
reliability. To improve reliability, it is important to know the root of the failures. To make
a start with this, the failure occurrences on the different units and the occurrences of the
different failures are analyzed.

Gaining more knowledge about field software reliability has the following main benefits:
The analysis of failures occurring on systems like the Allura Xper is needed to
know whether the availability and quality of the systems fulfils the requirements
and the user's expectations. [07]
Knowing the average system software reliability is already very useful to
customer service for developing service strategies. [06] Knowledge about
differences between (groups of) systems makes it possible to come up with even
better, more dedicated service strategies.
An evaluation of failures can provide useful design information and insight into
how real failures occur in an operating environment. This knowledge can be used
in designing the subsequent releases. For instance, when spending time and
money on research and development, it would be of the company's best interest to
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spend her resources to the subsystems that can be held responsible for most of the
downtime. Also for assigning customer service recourses this information can be
very useful and could lead to a reduced system downtime. [08]
If it would be possible to place a potential customer in a certain subgroup of users
from which the expected reliability is known, this information can be used to
estimate the warranty costs.
As with many systems, the software of the Xper Allura is reused with every new
release. Some code is added, related to new functionalities and there are made a
few changes/improvements, but by far the largest part of the software remains the
same. [09, Albers, S.] This also means that when the reliability of one of the
releases is known, this can be used to estimate the reliability of another release.

2.3 Research Boundaries

A possible source of information about software rei iabi lity performance is system
loggings. System loggings are a kind of digital journal kept automatically by the system.
In this journal the system logs various types ofevents, from simple movements to severe
safety errors. System loggings are described by a set of attributes. The most important
loggings for this study are the loggings that have as value for the attribute severity: error,
these indicate that something is wrong. Assuming that there is a connection between
errors logged by the systems and actual failures occurring, the system loggings would be
a great source for reliability analysis.
Another reason to use the system loggings, is that they provide insight in the system
operations, for example the restarting of the system or a service is logged. An error could
lead to the restart of the system or a number of services; therefore when such an error
occurs there will also be start-up events in the system loggings.
According to Simache et al there is no better way to understand the reliability of a system
than by direct measurement and analysis. [07] Using the system loggings to monitor
actual systems in the field means measuring actual errors and failures that are taking
place while the customer uses it. The data collected this way provides valuable
information on actual error/failure behavior.

Because of the reasons above it is decided to try to use the system loggings as the source
for software reliability data. Since the original purpose of the logging is to aid field
service engineers (in the first place and developers in the second) and not to measure
reliability, the use of these system loggings is not a straightforward process. This will
affect the ease of using these system loggings to measure software reliability
performance. Some kind of data transformation process is required.

Problem is that we can not assume directly that every error logging incident is a
manifestation of a physical failure. To check whether a particular error indicates an actual
failure it is necessary to look at what happened after the occurrence of that error. It has to
be checked whether there are any indications that the system or a number of services had
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to restart after the occurrence of the error. This can be done by searching for logged
events that indicate such a restart of the system within a short time after the occurrence of
an error. When there are many systems with many errors, this becomes a time-consuming
task. Therefore, purpose of this research is to come up with a technique to measure
system software reliability of multiple systems without an enormous amount of manual
labor.

2.4 Research Questions

This thesis has two main objectives:

A) Establish a way to use event-logs to analyze system software reliability. (Establish
reliability metric-control variable)

B) Find factors that explain why similar software packages behave different in the
field

The following central research questions should be answered in order to get a better
understanding of the software reliability performance after release of complex systems
and the possibility of using event-logs to analyze the software reliability performance.

How can the event-logs be used to analyze software reliability performance?

What are explaining factors for differences in system software reliability performance
ofthe systems in the field?

These central questions are specified in more detailed sub-questions, ordered by the two
main objectives of this research.
Part A (Reliability metric)

.:. What issues need to be overcome to be able to use the system loggings to measure
system software reliability? (chapters 5 and 6)

.:. What changes to the logging mechanism should be made in order to improve the
ease of using system loggings for reliability analysis? (chapters 5 and 6)

Part B (Reliability analysis)

.:. What types of software failures are present in the field? (chapters 5 and 6)

.:. What are hardware causes for differences in system software reliability
performance?
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Are there differences between product baselines? (chapters 7 and 8)
Are there differences between monoplane and biplane systems? (chapter
7)

.:. Are there differences in software reliability performance between different service
packs? (chapter 7)

.:. Does the workload influence the software reliability performance? (chapter 7)

2.4 Research Approach

To answer the research questions the following steps have to be executed:

1) Identification and selection ofthe systems to be includedfor the data collection
process.
A choice has to be made about which systems to include in this research. The
selection of the systems depends greatly on the availability of the specific system
loggings. By reading system documentation and by talking with experts more
knowledge will be gained about the systems. This knowledge is necessary to
know more about the differences between systems and therefore factors that could
influence the software reliability performance. Chapter 3 describes this step.

2) Collection ofdata from the selected systems.
Getting the actual logs from these systems and converting this from raw data into
information. By reading documentation about the log-files, talking to experts and
just getting familiar with the log-files more knowledge will be gained about the
logging process and about the files. The knowledge is necessary to know what
information can be extracted from the log-files and what information can be
useful for a reliability analysis.
Extracting information from the system loggings manually is not a realistic option
because of the size of the files. A tool is used to convert the raw data into
information; this tool is described in chapter 4.

3) Extractingfrom the data the information that is relevant to the reliability analysis
ofthe Xper Allura systems.
This consists of identifying from the data the events that are informing upon the
occurrence of a failure. Because it is not yet known whether this is possible and it
is not known what problems can be expected, it is hard to formulate a step by step
plan on how to extract actual failures from the system loggings. More insight in
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the behavior of the systems is needed and it will be attempted to gain this by
looking at the circumstances in which events occur.
To fulfill this step the first central research question needs to be answered. "How
can the event-logs be used to analyze software reliability performance?" To
answer this question the following steps will be executed:

A short literature study will be performed to find the difficulties others
dealt with when trying to use event-logs for a reliability analysis.
A plug-in specially made for the PhD project and this study (see chapter 4)
will be tried out and its output will be analyzed, this way more
information about the behavior of the logged events will be gathered.
Experts within CV will be questioned about the logging mechanism and
the event-logs.
Infonnation found with the first three steps will be combined and put into
a heuristic approach to use the event-logs for a reliability analysis.

This major step is described in chapters 5 and 6.

4) Evaluating statistical measures to identify correlations.
Depending on the retrieved number of failures during the data collection period
different statistical analyses must be perfonned. This means looking for trends
over time and finding differences between groups of systems. Purpose is to get a
general overview of the system software reliability performance and examining
whether certain factors (e.g. PBL and software version) influence the software
reliability performance. This is described in chapters 7 and 8.
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3. The Systems and Software Reliability

The purpose of this chapter is to give more background information about the system.
This information is necessary to distinguish between different groups of systems and to
know more about factors that might influence system software reliability performance. It
is also discussed what information is necessary to measure software reliability
performance and what information is stored in the log-files. This chapter is related to step
1: Identification and selection ofthe systems to be includedfor the data collection
process.

3.1 The AI/ura Xper CardioNascular X-ray

The topic of this master thesis is the Allura Xper family, which consists of a set of X-ray
imaging systems. Image 3.1 shows the most important part of such a system. The basic
purpose of such a system is to assist the clinical user with an image ofthe hart or blood
vessels of the patient.
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Figure 3.1 shows a monoplane vascular version of the Allura Xper; this is only a part of
the complete system. This part is located in the examination room of the hospital where
the patient is diagnosed and/or treated by the cardiologist or radiologist. (Also called the
cathlab.) Typically a hospital also has two other rooms, the control room and the service
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room (or technical room). See appendix A for an example ofthe room layout. The control
room is used for administration, preparation and reviewing of images. Figure 3.2 shows
an example of such a room. It is also possible to have a second point of control of the
modality in the control room. The cabinets are placed in the service room. These cabinets
contain the power units, cooling units, X-ray generator, various control boards for
geometry and video processing, etc.
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The systems belonging to this family can be categorized in different ways. It is easy to
see the difference between biplanes and monoplanes (having two or one C-arm
respectively). Looking a bit closer will show the difference in size of the Flat-Detector
(FD). A biplane can have two FD's of the same size, but also of different sizes. Related to
the size of the FD is the clinical use of the system, normally the larger FD is used for
Vascular purposes and the smaller one for Cardiac examinations.
Within Philips the systems are often categorized by its Product BaseLine (PBL). Every
large development project leads to a new PBL, which can include both software and
hardware improvements and added functionalities. Connected to every PBL also a series
of Service Packs (SP) is developed, which can be used to categorize the systems by their
SoftWare Release (SWR).
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Figure 3.3 shows these categorizations graphically (see appendix B for a more detailed
picture). Every block represents a different version of the system. In every block the PBL
is mentioned, the size of the FD's (either lOinch or 20inch) and the corresponding SWR.
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Because categorizing the systems by the size of its FD would give the same groups as
when categorizing by PBL, of these two only the PBL is considered. So, for this research
the following characteristics are used to categorize the systems:

PBL, either 20,30 or 40
Monoplane or Biplane
Service pack

Besides these, also the influence of the workload of the systems on software reliability
performance is examined. Before any analysis can be done, it is necessary to know what
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information is needed. What are the characteristics of the system to which specific log
files belong? What needs to be measured to analyze software reliability performance?
These questions are answered in the following two paragraphs.

3.2 System Data

The systems included in this research are limited by a couple of criteria. The first
limitation to the selection of systems is that there has been made a choice to use only
systems installed in the USA. The reason to do this is the language used in call and job
reports, which might become useful for this research.
Secondly there has been made a choice to use only PBL 20's 30's and 40's, there is
simply not enough data available from newer systems and systems older than PBL 20's
are not considered relevant anymore. Because of their age the systems older than
PBL30's are already left out from the quarterly field data analysis from CV. To be able to
look for differences just between PBL's, the PBL20 is still needed because this is the
predecessor of the PBL40.
To be able to distinguish between groups of systems it is necessary to know to what
specific system in the field the loggings belong. This is not directly clear from the system
loggings. Therefore the first step is to create a list which connects all the system loggings
with the corresponding systems in the field. To get all necessary information three
databases had to be connected, appendix D describes this process in more detail.

3.2.1 StUdy Group: Systems

The outcome of connecting the databases is a list of 345 systems from which the
following information is known:

RSNGuid; also referred to as systemGUID, the folder name in which the loggings
of a particular system is stored (for example "28586" or "1156").

System Reference; sometimes referred to as RADAR-ID, the unique name that is
used in RADAR (database) for a particular system (for example
"CV_534665_SPPH1" or "CV_ALLURA_ROOMI57").

SAP ID; the unique SAP code for a particular system (for example "534665"). In
other databases referred to as ConfiglD.

Release. Version and Level; these three together represent the software as it was
installed on the system during the last available logging (for example "4.3.4").

System code; this code corresponds to a specific combination of Monoplane/
Biplane and FDI0/FD20. (sometimes noted as Sys code)
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SNS; this is the system serial number; together with a system code this is unique
for every system. (sometimes noted as Sys snr)

12NC; the unique code used for a product or part of a product. In this case the
code for the software that was shipped with the system.

Material description; a textual description of the 12NC. In this case a description
of the software. It is assumed that the software that is shipped with the system
indicates the PBL of the system.

Besides these attributes that were needed to connect the databases, also the following
information is known: country, Site name, Site address, order nr, ship. Date, inst. Date,
de-inst. Date, warr. Start, warr. End, con. Type, con. Start, con. End

3.2.2 Limitations

Although the number of systems on the list is probably more then sufficient for
this thesis it is just a small portion of all the systems in the field. This is mainly
due to the fact that for a lot of systems the SAP ID is not stored in the RADAR
database. Sometimes it is possible to extract the SAP ID from the System
Reference, but even after doing this the list is far from complete.

Important to know is that not for all systems in the field the system loggings are
available. This depends on the existence of a connection to the Philips network.
Even when there is a connection it is still possible that not all the system loggings
are available. Often there are large gaps in the available data. For the analysis, it is
assumed that the available data is a good sample of the system loggings.

This list is created with the as-shipped data, in some cases however a system
might be changed after installation. It is for instance possible to change a system
from monoplane to biplane and vice versa. This is not stored in any of these
databases. Because this is not done very often it is decided not to spend time
trying to find out if this is the case with any of the 345 systems.

Although no evidence was found that there are errors in the most important
attributes of the list of systems, a 100 percent guarantee can not be given that the
complete list is correct. There are a couple of reasons why this list could contain
incorrect data:

o There was a lot of manual labor necessary to create this list; this could
have led to a human error.

o The used databases can contain errors; some of the information seems
incorrect. (e.g. an install date before the shipment date)
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o Multiple errors were noticed in lists created earlier within Philips, which
proofs that mistakes are made in creating this kind of lists. (These errors
were mentioned and acknowledged.)

3.3 Software Reliability

Software reliability is the probability of failure free software operation under a given
environment during a specified period of time. It is not the same as software quality, but
it is considered the most important part of software quality since it quantifies the
probability of failures. [15,02] Other quality characteristics are for instance usability and
maintainability.

In software reliability engineering, reliability is normally illustrated by the failure
intensity, which is the frequency of failures as experienced by the user. [13] Figure 5.1
shows the relationship of the failure intensity to reliability. This figure shows that the
reliability of software is increasing during the design and test phase. This increase is due
to the removal of faults, which manifest themselves as failures, and were found during
this phase. The final stage of the design and test phase is the acceptance phase during
which the decision is made that the software is ready for release. After the acceptance
phase, the software reliability is assumed to be constant. [13, 15]
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Figure 5.1 Improving reliability

To compare (groups of) systems it is necessary to be able to measure software reliability
performance and therefore there has to be a quantitative measure. Examples are the mean
time between failures (MTBF) and the number of failures per year. Unfortunately not all
system loggings are available, periods are missing, and therefore both measures are not
really fair, as explained by figure 5.2. Although the actual behavior of both systems is the
same, the calculated MTBF and the number of failures per year are very different.
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*1 year

*

MTBF = 183 days
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* ~ the occurrence of a faillure

• ~ period without data

Figure 5.2 Comparing systems fairly

A possible solution would be, to only take the time from which there is data available
into account and assume that this time is representative for the missing time. So to
measure the software reliability performance it is also necessary to know the amount of
time the log-files represent. Luckily, the plug-in already calculates this time. The plug-in
even makes it possible to use only the up-time (the time the system is turned on).
So what needs to be measured are the failure occurrences and the time in which these
failures occur.

3.4 The System Loggings

All systems of the Allura Xper family are creating event logs, which are stored in files.
These event logs vary from simple movements of the table to severe safety errors. (See
appendix C for an example of a logged event.) Different parts of the system can initiate
the logging of an event, the logging itself is centralized and the events are logged in order
of arrival. Every event logged by the system includes a couple of attributes like;
timestamp, description and unit. The timestamp indicates the time at which the event was
initiated, the description shortly describes the event and the unit is the software part that
individually contributes to the system loggings.
Because the system logs many events, the log files in which the system loggings are
stored can become very lengthy. Analyzing these log files by hand might be possible for
a single system, but certainly not for a group of hundreds of systems. As said before,
purpose of this research is to come up with a method that makes it possible to measure
the software reliability of hundreds of systems.
This paragraph describes the log-files. This knowledge is necessary to know what
information can be extracted from the log-files that can be useful for a reliability analysis.

3.4.1 The Original Purpose of Logging

In the test stage of the Product Creation Process (PCP) these system loggings are used to
improve reliability through the ability to see what the system has done and the ability to
recreate scenarios. In the field the logging serves four main purposes:
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When a system is defect, the field engineer should be able to find enough
information to help him trying to repair the system.
Providing information about the performance of the system (e.g. number of
movements/circulations)
When a field engineer is unable to repair a defect system, the loggings should
provide enough information for a developer to reproduce the circumstances under
which an error in the field occurred.
Give information to developers and field service engineers on how the system is
used (useful for user profile analysis).

The logging is of importance when trying to understand the origin of problems in the
system whether this is in development or field service. Anything that could help the field
service engineer in finding out why the system is not working is considered important
enough to be logged. [Rocket logging requirements) For this research the logs are used to
measure software reliability, a purpose for which they were not intended, this makes it
more difficult, but also more challenging.

3.4.2 Event Attributes

Each event has a number of attributes. Some of these attributes are generic some are only
applicable for certain kind of events (e.g. commands). The events can contain the
following information:

Unit:
EventID:
Description:

Severity:

Time:
Date:
SystemMode:

Command Name:

The part of the system that logged the event.
Unique identifier for an event.
A short description that describes the event that occurred. It could
be that an EventID has different descriptions, these should
however be closely related.
The relevant importance of the event. This can either be:
Information, Warning or Error.
The time the event occurred.
The date the event occurred.
The mode the system was in during the event (e.g. Normal
Operation, System Startup).
A description of the command (e.g. SelectAcqExam,
SelectFluoFlavour)

Besides these attributes there are also some attributes related to the location in the source
code where the event was generated. This can be useful for a developer. These are:
Module, SourceFile, LineNumber and Thread.

Together with the event-logs a separate file is created that contains information about the
current software release installed on the system, a system name and the date.
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The systems log events with different severities, 'information', 'warning' and 'error', for
the remainder of this report an error is seen as an event with severity 'warning' or 'error'.

3.5 Summary

This chapter has described that systems and the way in which these systems can be
categorized. It also described the information that we need to do a software reliability
analysis and the information that can be found in the log-files. The next step is to extract
from the Jog-files the information that is relevant to a software reliability analysis. This
information consists of software fai lure occurrences and the time in which these occur.
The next chapter describes how we can extract information from the raw log-files and
what difficulties need to be overcome to do so.
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4. Converting Raw Data into Information

Extracting useful information from large event logs has proven to be a time consuming
task that requires thorough manual analysis. [10] The size of raw log files can be
enormous; analyzing this without a set of analysis tools is humanly impossible. [11]
Besides the standard Microsoft office programs (excel, acces), also another tool is used.
This chapter shortly describes this tool.
The systems log events. For this research the most important events are the ones that have
for the severity attribute; error. These error loggings are not the same as failure
occurrences, which need to be measured. The chapter explains the difference between
error loggings and failure occurrences.
A first attempt in using the tool and getting familiar with the event-logs is made. This
chapter relates to step 2: collection ofdata from the selected systems.

4.1 Prom Import Plug-in

To extract information from the system loggings a plug-in is made to use in the Prom
Import tool. This tool is able to deal with great amounts of data and can filter the data
directly.
The tool creates different files of which for this research three are used:

TBF.csv; this file contains all events with their attributes; main purpose of this file
is the calculation of the time between events (TBF). A distinction is made
between the overall TBF and the TBF within a specified process (PI TBF). (Note
that the term TBF is not used correctly, it is not the time between failures, but the
time between events that is measured.)
OPTcsv; this file contains all events that indicate a change in mode of the system;
main purpose is the calculation of the times spend in every mode. Also the
duration of any specified process is calculated.
Overview.csv; this file contains the cumulative time spend in every mode per day.

The other files are meant for process mining purposes, which is not part of this research.

After a first analysis with the tool, it was realized that some small changes had to be
made to the plug-in to be able to link the operating times to a particular system and to
connect the occurrence of an error to the SWR installed on the system. By adding some
columns to the output files this was made possible.
The Plug-in has the option of specifying a particular process, which is a timeframe that
starts and stops with the occurrence of specified events. The start and stop events are
defined via the description field of the log entry. If the description field is empty the
command name is used. Initially only one event could be used as start or stop event, this
has been changed and now it is possible to define multiple events to start or stop the
process.
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4.1.1 Limitations

The quality of the output depends on the system loggings, any inconsistencies,
like missing parts, in the system loggings can lead to less reliable output

The events that are filtered out, are not present in the output files, so any change
in the filter criteria requires the repetition of the process

Depending on the number of systems, parsing the data can take very long to
complete

Because of the existence of a particular string in some of the system loggings
some files are rerun, this means that all the rows from the first run need to be
removed manually.

The tool produces separate files for every system, analyzing this as a whole means
combining them afterwards. Doing this once is not really a problem, but it has to
be done every time the filter properties are changed.

Any connectivity problems between the unit that initiates the logging of an event
and the centralized logging mechanism, can lead to events that are not in order of
time, because they are logged in order of arrival. The timestamp of the event is
however the time the event actually occurred. This leads to negative time intervals
in the output files of the too I.

4.2 Errors Versus Failures

The errors logged by the system are an indication that something is wrong; this can be
anything from a connection failure between two units to a severe safety problem. Often
the description explains something about the cause of the problem, but not about the
effect it causes. Errors are considered to be manifestations of bugs/faults. [12]
The occurrence of an error does not necessarily mean that the system fails to operate; it is
even possible that the user does not notice the occurrence of a particular error at all. To
measure the software reliability of the system it is necessary to measure failures, because
of their impact to the user. [13] This does not mean that errors are not important, because
they are at the root of a failure. Figure 4.1 shows the relations between mistakes, bugs,
errors, failures and calls. One bug can cause multiple errors, but an error can also be
caused by more than one bug. The same relationship exists between errors and failures.
[02]
Not all errors will actually lead to a failure; these errors are often not even experienced by
the user. There are basically two types of fai lures related to these systems:

Failures that will lead to a call to the service desk and/or the request for a field
service engineer. These failures have a direct impact on (warranty) costs.
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Failures that will lead to a loss of function, the user wi II be able to restart the
system within several minutes (or this will happen automatically) and will not
need to call customer service. Because there is no call to the service desk, also no
direct costs are involved.

There are several scenarios that can lead to a software related error logging:

A hardware failure could, besides leading to error loggings related to hardware,
also lead to an error logging that is related to software.
A human action can lead to a software related error logging (for example a FSE
working on the system).
A bug in the software can lead to an error logging.

Because the objective is to analyze software reliability, only the errors that are caused by
a bug in the software and lead to a failure are of interest. Whether or not a bug leads to an
error also depends on the logging mechanism. There has to be an error related to the
faulty state caused by the bug in the software.

It is assumed that the failure rate of the software depends on the residual number of bugs
in the software. [06, 14] And therefore, that the failure rate is an indicator for the number
of bugs still present in the software. The removal of any of these bugs should lead to an
improvement of the software reliability. (This is however not always the case, because
with the removal of one bug, other bugs can be introduced.) The contribution of the bugs
to software unreliability does not necessarily have to be the same for every bug. [14] It
could even be that a single bug does not contribute at all, because it does not lead to a
system failure.
Locating the bugs in the software is not part of this research. Knowing which specific
error loggings occur in the field can help in finding these bugs, since some of the
attributes are related to the location in the source code where the event was generated.
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4.3 Getting Familiar with the event-logs

Event logs are often very complex and can contain many inconsistencies; therefore it is
necessary to gain more knowledge about the logged events and the logging process. This
knowledge can be gained by looking into the event-logs manually. [07,16,17,18] This
knowledge is needed to avoid incorrect assumptions and wrong conclusions. To get
familiar with the event-logs and with the Prom Import tool, a short analysis is performed
of a small group of errors.

4.3.1 A First Error Analysis

According to the developers there is a group of errors that are not related to bugs, but for
instance to incorrect installations. This group oferrors is used to experiment with the tool
and get more insight in the behavior of errors. Whenever one of these errors occurs it is
assumed that something went wrong during the initial installation or for instance a
service pack upgrade.
Because of their relative importance and their limited number, the choice is made to use
this group for a first analysis. This is not a software reliability analysis, but it can give
interesting information for Philips and it is seen as a learning stage for the analysis of the
much larger group of errors that are related to software reliability.

This "Critical" group of events consists of 6 unique eventID's, see table 5.1 for an
overview of these eventID's. Because of the limited number of eventID's it is decided to
analyze these events separately. Moreover, an analysis per eventID can also provide
valuable information for improvements. Knowing on what kind of systems and in what
circumstances a certain error occurs can contribute in improving installations and field
service and therefore prevent these errors from occurring in the future.

For this analysis the system loggings were parsed filtering only for the 6
eventID's, afterwards the circumstances in which the errors occurred are evaluated. For
this analysis all available event-logs of the systems (over 300) from which the necessary
information about the hardware and software configuration is available were used.
Important to remember is that the occurrence of an error is not the same as the occurrence
of a failure. The strength of this relation between errors and actual failures has to be
investigated.
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Table 5 1 Class B software errors

EventID Description Unit Possible result
100020002 Application error: Misc. 10 Beeper cannot observe sequencer

(A) Beeper can not beep

640110017 Application error: Datamodel Database is not valid anymore,
(B) Database validation FSE is required to remove the

failed inconsistent database
640110022 Programming error: Datamodel Database is not valid anymore,

(C) Failed to copy a FSE is required to reinstall
template database file database subsystem

10000016 Software download to X-Ray X-ray is not available, FSE is
(D) the generator is Generator required for a reconfiguration of

required the system
40000002 Application error: Collimator The unit cannot start up, FSE is

(E) SysCAN Collimator required to do the right installation
could not be started

20007649 Generator exception X-ray X-ray control is not available, FSE
(F) occurred 7649 Control is required to reload the software

Appendix F gives an overview of all occurrences; here the most relevant conclusions are
described in more detail.
The total number of occurrences of these 6 events was 3058 and they occurred on 115
different systems. This means that on average about every 300 operation hours one of
these events occurs. However, the circumstances in which these events occur make this
average irrelevant. The following is noticed:

Only 1666 of the 3058 occurrences are during Normal Operation. Occurrences
during other modes are related to for instance fiel.d service or the start-up
sequence and are assumed to be irrelevant with respect to customer satisfaction
and software reliability. During Normal Operation these events occurred on 30
different systems.
From the 1666 occurrences during Normal Operation event B occurred 1382
times on the same system on one day. Also many of the other occurrences are
grouped, which leads to only 31 occurrences on different days and systems.
Taking out the times that can be related to the initial installation, the upgrade to
an other service pack and the ones related to the presence of a field service
engineer, results in only a couple of events that could have actually led to a failure
that is experienced by the user. (No calls related to these occurrences were found)

So it seems that the descriptions given by the developers questioned for the FMEA were
right in connecting these events to the initial installation and any other (re-) installation of
for instance service packs. For instance, event A occurs during Normal Operation on
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days when there is a field service engineer present and event D occurs during Normal
Operation on the day that a new service pack is installed.
Interesting to see is that the behavior of the 6 events differ a great deal from each other,
event C only occurred ones while events A and B occurred more than a thousand times.
Event F did not occur during Normal Operation and not at all on PBL20's. Events B, C
and E occurred only on one system during Normal Operation, all of them PBL40's. None
of the PBL30's showed an event during Normal Operation. This raises the question
whether installations on PBL30's are performed in a different way. On only one system
two different events occurred during Normal Operation.
The next paragraph describes what this first analysis has learned us related to the use of
the events-logs for a software reliability analysis.

4.3.2 Use of Event-logs

To be able to make an analysis that shows a correct image of the behavior of the systems,
a couple of problems had to be overcome. Looking back at the average time between
events of 300 hours, it can be said that this number is of no use at all, because it does not
show anything realistic about the actual behavior of the systems. It is easy to say that
occurrences in other modes than Normal Operation are irrelevant, it is however more
difficult to see which of the events during Normal Operation are of relevance. It is not
always clear whether the event occurred because there was a field service engineer
working on the system or that the field service engineer was working on the system
because the event occurred. It is clear that the presence of a field service engineer
influences the event-logs during Normal Operation. To improve the ease of using the
system loggings for analysis purposes a change in the analysis method or in the logging
procedure is necessary. One way would be to make it possible for the field service
engineer to do all of his work in the field service mode or, if this is not an option, include
an additional mode for field service purposes that has essentially the same characteristics
as the Normal Operation mode. (This mode could for instance be called Testing.) It is
also possible to limit the analysis to one or more processes and not include errors outside
these processes even when they occur during Normal Operation. This is assuming that
the field engineer does not work within these processes. The use of this strategy will be
examined later, for the analysis of the events that are related to bugs.
Another problem is that an event is often logged more than once on the same day,
sometimes with just a couple of seconds in between sometimes several hours. The
amount oftime that has to be between two occurrences for the user to experience the
effect of this event twice is not known and can be different for every event. Because for
this class of errors, the duration of the effect is relatively long, it is easy to say that two of
these errors on the same day do not account for two failures. So, this is of less relevance,
but for the other errors this could become an important issue. Suggestions on how to deal
with this issue will be discussed in the paragraph about clustered events. (chapter 6)
Also found was that there are great differences in the workload of the systems, some are
only used a couple of times per day and not in the weekend, and others are used 8 times a
day also in the weekends. Comparing systems by the amount of failures per month means
ignoring the differences in workload. Solution would be to compare the amount of
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failures per hour of use or per treatment. This problem is dealt with in paragraph 6.3,
modes and processes.

4.4 Summary

This chapter has described how the raw log-files can be converted into information. The
difference between errors and failures is described and a first analysis is performed. This
has learned us more about the log-files and the logging behavior of the systems. What is
not yet known is how the information relevant for a reliability analysis can be extracted
from the log-files. This is the next step and will be described in chapter 5.
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5. Filtering Algorithm

This chapter combines literature on using event-logs, expert knowledge of PH employees
and the findings from chapter 4 to come up with a solution on how to use event-logs for a
software reliability analysis. This chapter will answer the first main research question:
How can the event-logs be used to analyze software reliability performance? This chapter
is related to step 3: Extractingfrom the data the information that is relevant to the
reliability analysis ofthe Xper Allura systems.

To be able to carry out a reliability analysis based on the information in the system
loggings, it is necessary to identify from these system loggings the failure occurrences
and the corresponding effects on the service. [18] It is not the failures that are logged, but
errors that could indicate a failure, therefore just parsing for errors is not sufficient to
make any statements about the software reliability of the systems.

The goal is to find a way to measure software reliability without the necessity of having
to check every error occurrence separately. Therefore it is necessary to think of a method
that helps to approach the actual system software reliability and can be used for hundreds
of systems without excessive work. To check whether this method actually approaches
the reliability of the systems it is still necessary to find real failure occurrences. The
easiest way to extract information from the log-files is with a filtering algorithm. Such an
algorithm consists of a set of conditions which are used to filter the information in the
log-files. These conditions need to be found and combined.

Event-logs have been used for reliability analysis in the past, but every set of data is
different and imposes her own restrictions. Hence, every system (family) asks for a
different methodology. [16, 19] It is found that using the same filtering algorithm for two
just slightly different data sets can already produce significantly wrong statistics. [16] So
with respect to the Allura Xper, the conditions must be different from the ones found for
other systems. The steps that need to be made to come up with these specific rules are
however approximately the same. These rules (or conditions) are the building blocks of
the filtering algorithm that needs to be formed to extract the necessary information from
the event-logs.

Besides the information that is needed for a reliability analysis, there is a lot of unwanted
information and repeated errors (noise) which makes a reliability analysis more complex,
time consuming and increases the likelihood of incorrect assumptions and hence wrong
conclusions. [19,20] This unwanted information contains events related to for instance
movements and temperature measurements. In both previous research and in this one, it
was found that many errors are related to (planned) maintenance, start-ups and shut
downs. [10, 17, 21] Also found in previous research and when gaining more inside in the
event-logs on hand; is that many events have a repetitive nature. The events related to
system start-up, system shut down, maintenance and the repeated events need to be
eliminated from the data to make the data useful in subsequent analysis. [17] Such
filtering of raw data has turned out to be a difficult task in previous research and can be
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expected to be difficult for this research. [21] Wrongly separating the wanted information
from noise can lead to incorrect conclusions. [22, 23] Previous research showed that
filtering the event-logs to lose this noise eliminates up to 99% of the events. [21,22,23]

5.1 Finding the Conditions for the Algorithm

To measure reliability it is necessary to know how many failures occurred on a system.
Because manually searching for failures is a very time consuming task, a filtering
algorithm will be build that finds errors that are assumed to have led to a failure. This
means that, to come up with the conditions for the filtering algorithm two questions need
to be answered:

Which errors indicate a software failure?
When do these errors indicate a software failure?

To answer these questions experts' knowledge is used in the form of a Fai lure Mode and
Effects Analysis (FMEA) (performed by K. Kevrekidis, Error logging classification for
complex systems (in progress), Technical University of Eindhoven)(see paragraph 5.2).
By analyzing the error behavior on the systems, discussions with K. Kevrekidis about
clustered occurrences of error loggings (see paragraph 5.3) and discussions with Johan
Gielen and Ronald Dons (software designers, Philips Healthcare) about commands and
processes (see paragraph 5.4); more knowledge is gained specifically about when certain
errors could lead to failures.

5.2 Event Classification

Because there are a lot of events in the log-files that are certainly not related to software
failure occurrences, all events need to be classified to be able to exclude such events.
The first step is to filter out all events that are clearly not related to failures. These are the
events that have for the severity attribute the value "information". This already reduces
the size of the data substantially. [16, 19, 23, 24]
To be able to distinguish between hardware and software failures it is necessary to
classify aU errors as being related to either hardware or to software. To make such a
classification you are dependent on the knowledge of experts (designers). In practice this
turned out to be quite difficult, as was also experienced by others. [03,22, 23, 24] For
some errors it is hard to say to which group they belong and for others there is the
tendency to classify them as both hardware and software related. [03, 22]
Furthermore, it is necessary to organize the errors by their potential effect on the system
health. Again the knowledge of the developers is requested. [II, 17,22,24] To say
whether an error indicates a failure it is necessary to define what is meant by a failure.
Many researchers working with event-logs for reliability analysis purposes are working
with computer systems for which the risks involved are mainly financial. They often refer
to a failure as a complete system crash. For the Xper Allura there are also severe health
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risks. Because of this higher level of risk, the efforts made to avoid a crash of the
complete system are substantial. Therefore the chance of this happening is off course
very low. The system is designed in such a way that the chance of a bug in the software
restricting the system from performing its primary tasks is very limited. Defining a failure
as a system crash will probably lead to a very limited number of software failures (if
any). Less severe events can already be very important to the clinical user and his patient.
Therefore a downtime or loss of function of over 10 seconds is seen as a failure.

A Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) is a method that can be used to find all
possible faulty states and connects these states to a possible effect. In this particular case,
all faulty states are represented by the different errors and the effect can be for instance a
certain downtime, a loss of function or can even be negligible. The information needed to
make such a classification comes from experts and is collected through interviews. A
FMEA is an often-used approach to start a system reliability study. It is mainly used for
hardware reliability, but it is very useful and effective to software reliability of large and
complicated systems like the Xper Allura. [25] Kostas Kevrekidis has performed such an
analysis at PH. The purpose of this approach is to come up with all possible failures of
the system (software) and their impact for the user. The idea was to find all errors that
indicate a (software) failure and rate them by impact to the user. This enables the
possibility to concentrate not only on the events with the highest occurrence, but also
with the worst impact.
All errors are classified according to their potential effect on the system in terms of
system unavailability and workflow interruption. The used classes of severity are:

A. Catastrophic: this class contains errors that could mean safety hazards, could
lead to an injury of life. No errors related to software were put in this class.

B. Critical: This type of error may cause a mission failure, unacceptable downtime,
or loss of data. An expert is needed to overcome this kind of failures.

C. Moderate: This type of error can lead to a short downtime or partial loss of
function. A system or unit restart is enough to overcome this problem and can be
done by the user or is initiated automatically.

D. Negligible: This type of error has almost no effect on the functionality of the
system; it can be as negligible as having to recall a command.

E. All others: All errors that can not be classified by one of the above are put in this
class.

The result of the FMEA is a list of all different errors that occurred on the systems
(PBL40) categorized by being hardware or software related and classified by the severity
of its potential effect. For the filtering algorithm, the errors related to software with the
potential of leading to a failure are of interest. A downtime or loss of function ofover 10
seconds is seen as a failure. Only errors in the top three classes of the FMEA have the
potential of leading to such a failure. The highest class (A, catastrophic) does not contain
any errors related to software. The second class (B, Critical) contains only software
related errors that are connected to (re-) installations of software and are not experienced
by the clinical user (these errors were discussed in paragraph 4.3). This leaves the third
class (C, Moderate); all software related errors from this class that have the potential of
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leading to a loss of function of over 10 seconds are part of the algorithm. This group of
errors can be split up into two groups:

Errors indicating a failure that leads to a service restart, this means that one or
more services need to restart before they can be used again
Errors indicating a failure that leads to a complete system restart, this means that
either a warm restart or a cold restart of the complete system must be executed for
the system to recover from the failure

A warm restart means that the software of the complete system is reloaded
(approximately 2 minutes) and a cold restart means that the complete system is shut off
and then on again (approximately 7 minutes).
The start-up events indicating a service restart are different from the start-up events that
indicate a warm or cold restart. For the filtering algorithm, the most important difference
between a service restart and a system restart is that a system restart can be initiated by
the clinical user. This means that in practice any error could be followed by a system
restart if the user initiates it. Because of this dependency on the user, it is decided to
make two separate filtering algorithms for the two different kinds of failures:

- Service restarts
- System restarts (chapter 8)

5.3 Clustered Errors

Errors hardly ever occur alone; often they are followed by many errors of the same kind
or by many different errors. This is also an often made observation in earlier research
related to event-logs. [12,16,19,21,23,26,27,28] The time between these errors is too
small to have led to separate failures. The basic assumption is that errors occurring within
a short timeframe are the result ofthe same failure. [19,21,28] Such a collection of
related errors is called a tuple (or cluster). [19,26,28] The time between the first and last
error of such a sequence of errors is seen as the tuple time. It is assumed that the first
error of a sequence of errors is at the root of a possible failure (best practice). All other
errors can be excluded, because the complete tuple only leads to one failure. This also
leads to the reduction of the amount of data and therefore the space requirements needed
for any statistical analysis. [16, 21, 26] To filter out all errors that are not the first of a
tuple, a certain clustering time (t) is chosen. An error that occurs within that clustering
time after another error is assumed to be part of the same tuple. (see figure 5.1)
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Figure 5.1 Use of clustering time

The figure shows three clusters; {a,b,c}, {d,e,f,g} and {h,i}. All vertical lines a till i
represent an event logging; the horizontal lines form the clusters. As shown by the
arrows, the time between two subsequent events in a cluster is at maximum equal to
clustering time t. Only the times between the first event of a tuple and the last event of
the previous tuple are larger than clustering time t. This characteristic of the first event of
a tuple can be used to filter for events with a minimal value for the time between events
(TBE).
Purpose of using clustering times is to filter as much of the noise as possible, while
maximally retaining the wanted data. Ideally each tuple should include all the errors
related to one specific failure. This type of filtering can however lead to collisions and
truncations. (see figure 5.2) [26, 28] Assuming a clustering time that is too high will lead
to the collision of two different tuples. This means that two clusters are counted as one
because the time between the two clusters was shorter than the clustering time. This can
lead to an overestimate of the system software reliability performance. On the other hand,
using a clustering time that is too short will lead to splitting a tuple into two or more
separate tuples. This is called truncation and can lead to an underestimate of the system
software reliability performance. [21, 26] Fortunately errors tend to occur clustered, with
relatively long times between these clusters. [16,26,28] This means that choosing a
clustering time between two particular values does not affect the number of found tuples
much. These values differ between data sets, but often found values are between 3 and 30
minutes (even till up to 3 hours). [16, 19,21,26,27] Experimenting with different
clustering times revealed the same behavior for the errors in the event-logs on hand. As
long as the used clustering time is above the lower limit (often around 3 minutes) and not
too high (certainly not higher than 30 minutes), the number of collisions and truncations
is limited. The clustering time for this filtering algorithm is safely set on 10 minutes. This
means that an error must meet the following condition: TBE > 600sec (= t).
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Figure 5.2 Collision and truncation

There is another important reason to use a clustering time and that is the repetitive nature
of some errors. Figure 5.3 shows that the times between errors as found on the Altura
Xper do not form a smooth distribution. On the X-axis are the found values for the TBE
between 20 and 130 seconds. On the Y-axis can be seen how often a certain value
occurred. This figure is made with a panel of25 PBL40's. It clearly shows that some
values for the TBE occur more often than others. There are clearly 4 values for the TBE
that occur very often and everyone ofthese values can be easily linked to a different
error that repeats itself often after respectively 41, 60, 70, or 80 seconds. Also the values
for the TBE, 90 and 119 seconds occur more often than would be the case ifthere was a
smooth distribution. Values above 130 seconds only occur ones or twice (or not at all).
Values below 10 seconds occur very often, especially 0 and 1 second (127918 and 22519
times respectively). The chosen clustering time must at least be longer than the found
extreme values, so longer than 119 seconds, to limit the effect oftruncation.
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Figure 5.3 Repealing events

5.4 Modes and Processes

Finally a choice has to be made about when to look at the occurrences of errors. In
literature it is mentioned that the event-logs are influenced by start-ups and maintenance
and that not taking this into account can lead to wrong estimations of the reliability
performance of the systems. [21,29] In chapter 4, it was also mentioned that the event
logs of the Allura Xper are greatly influenced by the work of field service engineers. Also
during the start-up and shut-down of the Allura Xper many errors are noticed. This
paragraph discusses how to limit the effect of these noise factors.

5.4.1 Different modes

There are several different modes in which the system operates; they are not all of the
same importance with respect to software reliability. The plug-in gives the opportunity to
filter out these different modes. The following modes can be distinguished:
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Modes related to the start and shut down of the system: StartUp, Startup
Completed, Warm Restart, Shutdown, and Shutdown Completed. Errors occurring
in these modes are often related to the sequence in which the units are starting up
or shutting down. Units are trying to communicate with other units that are not
finished starting or are already shutting down. Even if this is not the case, errors
during these modes are probably not experienced by the user and are not relevant
for this reliability analysis. Therefore it is decided to exclude these modes from
the research.
The Field Service mode, this mode is used by the FSE and during this mode often
many errors occur. Because these errors are probably due to maintenance or
upgrades and the user will not experience these errors it is decided to also exclude
this mode form the research.
Normal Operation mode, in this mode all regular medical examinations are
performed and is therefore seen as the mode in which the system is used
representatively. This mode is included in the research.

5.4.2 Processes

By looking at the behavior of the systems through the system loggings and the first
analysis in chapter 4, it was found that restricting to Normal Operation is not enough to
perform a fair software reliability analysis.
It was noticed that the presence of a FSE does not only affect the number of errors in the
Field Service mode but also in the Normal Operation mode. Apparently the work of a
FSE is not restricted to the Field Service mode. To exclude this noise factor it is
necessary to limit the analysis even further and look for a time period where the effect of
a FSE is negligible.
Also to take differences in workload into account it is necessary to specify the actual
hours of use or the number of treatments.
On the systems, different tasks are performed and the commands related to these tasks are
logged. These commands can be used to specify a filter to look only between the start
command and the end command of a task. Because there is interest in the reliability
during all of these tasks (or at least the most important ones related to patient treatment) it
was necessary to look for a way to specify a process that includes all the tasks. The
following commands were found:

SelectAcqExam: With this command the clinical user selects an examination
folder for acquisition. Without selecting a folder no treatment can be performed.
CloseExam: With this command the user closes the examination folder.

Between these events, tasks related to patient treatment are executed. By looking at the
results when filtering the system loggings with these commands specifying the process, it
was noticed that many examination folders are not closed with the CloseExam command.
Often a folder is still open when the system is shut down. This means that if the specified
process is not changed the time from the selection of a folder on one day until the closing
of another folder the next day is included.
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The plug-in had to be changed to make it possible to select multiple events as the end of
the process. After this change the following events were added as end events:

Power Down event received/rom MPD: The main power distribution unit is
shutting down the system.
System Shutdown Completed: meaning off course that the shutdown of the system
has finished.

Again looking at the results from parsing with the new process specification, process
instance times much larger than normally would be expected were found. What was
found were system loggings that ended during the specified process, without the closing
of the folder or a shutdown. Because of this there were still process instances running
from the selection of a folder on one day until to closing of the next folder on another
day. To limit the effect of these suddenly ending system loggings the following events
were added as end events:

System startup completed
Starting system

Both these events indicate the (re)start of the complete system. By adding these to the list
of end events it was made sure that at least as soon as the system starts again the process
instanceofthe last opened folder is ended. In practice this means that the process instance
time includes the night but because there are no loggings, there are also no errors from
the moment the log-file ended. The process instances that end with these events are the
cause of outliers in the process times.
Finally it was found that it is still possible that a FSE logs in during the process. It was
decided to end the process as soon as this happens by adding the following events:

Login, the FSE logs in.
logOff, the FSE logs off.

Although there are some limitations, the time spend during the specified process seems to
be a good estimate of the amount of time the system is actually used. (Especially after
taking out the outliners) Table 5.1 shows the characteristics of the process times of25
PBL40's before and after taking out the outliers. Processes shorter than 600seconds are
excluded because these are definitely to short for patient treatment. Also the processes
longer than 30.000 second are excluded, because the change of having any patient
treatments lasting that long is very limited. The average process time seems to be a good
estimation of the average patient treatment time [Gernot Eggen, senior software designer
CV; Erwin Engelsma, test architect CV] In Table 5.1 also the minimum and maximum
values can be found and the number of process instances.
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Table 5.1 Process times.

Panel 1 PBL40 Before censoring (sec) After censoring (sec)
Average 7.046 5.952

MAX 425.871 29.450
MIN 2 600

COUNT 14.653 13.243

As soon as a FSE logs in, the filtering will not find any errors. Only when the user selects
a new patient, the filtering will start searching for errors again. Therefore the effect of a
FSE working on the system is limited.

5.4.3 Limitations

There are some issues that make the specified process not perfect:

It is possible to select a new folder without ending the previous, this means that
the process instance will continue, but there is a second patient treated within the
process instance. It is preferred to count these as two separate process instances.
There were found a lot of process instances to short for patient treatment,
therefore the number of process instances is not a good indicator for the number
of treatments.
The filtering filters on events during Normal Operation when looking for the
specified errors, but not for the events specifying the process. This means that if a
FSE selects an examination folder during Field Service mode the start of a
process instance is generated. As soon as the FSE logs off, the process instance is
stopped, so during this process instance no errors will be found in the output. The
process instance however will be counted and the time of this process will also be
used in calculations.
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5.5 Filtering Algorithm for Service Restarts

As shown by the figure below, combining the gained knowledge about which and when
errors lead to failures results in a filtering algorithm that finds the errors that are assumed
to indicate the occurrence of a software failure. These errors can be used for statistical
analysis.

Event
Tuple times Processes

classification

, r

Filtering Algorithm

..
FIgure 5.4 Combmmg Knowledge

In the case of the Altura Xper, the filtering algorithm can be described as:

All errors that have the following characteristics:

classified as having the potential of leading to a service restart, (this is the
conclusion of the FMEA)
a TBE of at least 600 seconds, (this is concluded from the gained knowledge
about tuple times)
occurring within the specified process, (this is concluded from the gained
knowledge about the system use, commands and processes)

are assumed to represent a failure.

Heuristically the conditions are:

Severity of event
Mode of event
Event
TBE of event
Time of event
Time of event

€
>
>
<

"error" or "warning"
"Normal Operation"
{Events indicating a service restart failure}
600 (sec)
Time of start process instance i
Time of end process instance i
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The results of filtering with this filtering algorithm are error loggings that are assumed to
indicate failures that lead to a service restart. These errors all occurred during a process
instance. During a process instance the clinical user is using the system. Therefore the
change that the user experiences the effect of the failure is much higher than outside the
process instances.
These process instances can also be used to compare the workload of different systems.
In that case the percentage of time that the system is turned on (normal operation) that
falls within all the process instances is used as a measure for workload (%PI/NO). This is
the percentage of time the system is actually used.
The measure for reliability that can be calculated with the results of the filtering is: the
Mean Process Time Between Errors (MPTBE). This is the average time between the
resulting errors, only taking into account the amount of time that falls within the process
instances. This measure is an estimation of the Mean Process Time Between Failures
(MPTBF).
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6. Verifying the Filtering Algorithm

To check whether the formulated filtering algorithm actually finds the events that indicate
failures, the resulting events need to be compared with failures found by hand analysis of
the event-logs, as also suggested by Hansen et al. [28] The effect of the decisions made
on all three areas of gained knowledge is also discussed. These areas are:

Event Classification
Tuple times
Processes

This chapter belongs to step 3: Extractingfrom the data the information that is relevant
to the reliability analysis ofthe Allura Xper systems.

6.1 Finding Failures and Verifying the Algorithm

In the system loggings can also be found the events that report the (re-)start of a service
or of the whole system. (See appendix E for a list of start-up events) The sequence of an
error (or tuple) followed by a (re-)start event is seen as the indication of a failure, as often
done in previous research. [07, 10, 12, 18, 21, 29, 30]
For every process with an error it was checked manually if it was followed by events
indicating the restart of a service. Connecting the errors to start-up events is a very time
consuming task. Doing this for even more systems with potentially more failures would
mean spending much more time. See appendix I for more about the way the errors were
linked to start-up events and the found results. The following scenarios can be expected
as a result of the filtering:

A process instance includes an error that meets all the requirements of the
algorithm and there is a (re-)start event. This implies that a software failure has
occurred.
A process instance includes an error related to software, but this error does not
meet all the requirements of the algorithm and there is also!!2 (re-)start event. No
software failure has occurred.
A process instance does not include an error related to software. No software
failure has occurred.

Any other scenario would indicate a fault in the filtering algorithm. The events found
with the algorithm are mirrored with the found failures. A wrong classification of an error
can lead to two scenarios:

- An error that is conform all conditions of the algorithm is not followed by a (re-)
start event; this causes an underestimate of the reliability based on the outcome of
the algorithm.

- An error that is related to software, but that is not conform the conditions of the
algorithm is followed by a (re-)start event; this causes an overestimate of the
reliability based on the outcome of the algorithm.
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The effect of these faults will be examined in this chapter. The results of the filtering and
of the manual analysis of all 137 PBL40 systems are compared. Checking manually if an
error is followed by a start-up event is very time-consuming and is not something you
want to do for all systems in the field. Filtering the event-logs with the filtering algorithm
can be done relatively quickly.

6.2 Verifying the Classification of Errors

This paragraph describes the number of occurrences of the different errors. Purpose of
this paragraph is to check whether the errors from the filtering are the same errors that
cause the actual failures.
A first observation from the manual search for failures is that if a software related error
leads to the restart of a service once, it does this every time it occurs. (See appendix I)
The purpose of the filtering is to find these and only these software related errors that are
followed by a service restart event.
The charts below show (a) the errors as the resu It of the filtering and (b) the errors related
to failures for all 137 PBL40's.
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The more chart al looks like bl the better the filtering algorithm is. All
pie parts represent the number of occurrences of a particular error. The
corresponding eventID's belonging to these errors are in the table at
the right of this page.
As can be seen by the large parts representing event 730999902 in
figure 6.1, one error dominates the class of errors indicating a service
restart failure. For the charts on the right, this error (730999902) is
excluded. Figure 6.1.a can be seen as the estimation of figure 6.1.b.
Comparing these charts reveals the most important reason for the
differences between the errors found with the filtering and the errors
indicating a fai lure. Some of the errors that were said to have the
potential of causing a restart, in practice do not lead to a restart.
Especially error 520010000, which occurs 7 times within the process,
has a great impact on the difference between the filtering and the
actual failures. For a list of all relevant errors with their descriptions
see appendix G.
Another cause of the difference between these charts cannot be seen in
these charts but can be found in the data. This is the fact that
sometimes there is more than one error within one particular process.
This is counted only once as a failure, but more than once as the
occurrence of an error with a TBE over 600 seconds. Because of the
relative long time between the errors, it would be better to also count
these as separate failures. Especially related to event 650018093, this
would make a big difference, because this event occurred a couple of
times as the second error (with a TBE > 600) within a process
instance.
There were no software related errors found, who were followed by a service restart, but
were not part ofthe result of the filtering. This means that all software related errors that
have lead to a service restart were found with the filtering.
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There were slightly more errors found with the filtering than that there were failures. This
means that using the filtering algorithm for a reliability analysis would lead to an
underestimation of the software reliability performance of some of the systems.

As said before, a wrong classification of an error can lead to two scenarios:

a) An error that is conform all conditions of the algorithm is not followed by a (re-)
start event; this causes an underestimate of the reliability based on the outcome of
the algorithm.

b) An error that is related to software, but that is not conform the conditions of the
algorithm is followed by a (re-)start event; this causes an overestimate of the
reliability based on the outcome of the algorithm.

It turned out that only scenario a) has occurred.

6.3 Verifying the Used Clustering Time

The effect of the use of different clustering times is examined for a panel of25 PBL40's.
Table 6.1 shows different clustering times with the number of process instances that had
at least one error with a TBE of over the clustering time. Because of the risk of truncation
a clustering time of at least 120 seconds is desired (as discussed in chapter 5). Now it is
necessary to check whether the clustering time of 600 seconds is appropriate. The number
of process instances with an error differs only 3% between using a clustering time of 120
seconds and 900 seconds. So any time between 120 and 900 seconds would have been an
appropriate clustering time because the effect of changing the clustering time between
these values is negligible. A clustering time of 600 seconds limits the change of
truncation and holds a maximum loss of data of approximately 2%.

T bl 6 Ca e .1 omparmg clustering times

Clustering time "t" # Process instances
(seconds) with at least one

error
0 402
10 399
60 393
120 391
300 388
600 383
900 378
1200 370
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6.4 Verifying the Specified Process

To fairly compare the software reliability performance of the systems with the results of
the filtering, we need to compare the mean times between errors. A complete list of these
figures can be found in appendix H. Figure 6.2 shows these numbers graphically for the
20 systems with the highest MPTBE and figure 6.3 shows these numbers for the 20
systems with the lowest MPTBE. Both figures also show the Mean Normal Operation
Time Between Errors (MNOTBE) of the same systems. The MNOTBE would be the
reliability measure if the filtering would not be limited with the specified process, but
with "normal operation".
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Figure 6.2 comparing systems I of 2
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Figure 6.3 Comparing systems 2 of2

Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show, that if the choice was made to look at "normal operation"
instead of process instances, this would give completely different results. For almost all
systems, the MNOTBE is larger than the MPTBE, only for 18 of 137 systems this was
not the case. Using the specified process limits the influence of a FSE working on the
system. It also makes it possible to compare the systems by the number of failures per
hour of use. Because of this, using the specified process makes the comparison of the
software reliability performance of different (groups of) systems more fair.

6.5 Conclusion of verification

The algorithm is very accurate in finding the actual behavior of the systems. For only 8 of
the 137 systems, the MPTBE was not the same as the MPTBF. 82 of the systems did
however not have any failures or error loggings during a process instance. Therefore, for
these systems the process time between errors/failures is assumed equal to the total
process time and therefore also the two values of these 82 systems are the same.

What can be learned from this chapter is that filtering for errors classified as indicating a
failure that lead to the restart of a service, related to software and occurring within a
process instance of the specified process with a TBE of over 600 seconds, gives a good
approximation of the number of software failures that lead to a service restart. The small
differences can be explained by only two different errors that were classified as leading to
a loss of function, but for which no relation to start-ups was found. Many of the errors
from this class seem to not occur during the process instances or always within 600
seconds after the occurrence of another error from this class. The choices made on all
three areas of knowledge seem justified.
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The filtering algorithm turned out to be a quick and easy way to get insight in the
software reliability performance of the systems. With the results, the software reliability
performance of the (groups of) systems can be compared.
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7. Service Restart Analysis

This chapter shows the results found with the filtering algorithm for service restarts. At
this point the failures that lead to a restart of the complete system are not included.
The goal is to gain insight in the failure behavior on the different systems. For all graphs
and tables, the information gathered from all 137 systems (PBL40) is used (except for the
analysis of the PBL20's and PBL30's). The number of patient treatments on all 137
systems is nearly 60.000. The collected data is from August 2006 till June 2008. The
amount of data per system differs. This chapter is part of step 4: Evaluating statistical
measures to identifY correlations.

7. 1 Units Reporting Errors

All errors have as an attribute the unit that has generated
that specific error. Therefore all errors and failures can be
assigned to a specific unit. This paragraph shows the
differences in the amount of errors that can be assigned
to the different units. This is a first step in finding the
root of the most common failures and in finding out
where reliability improvements can have the most effect.

From figure 7.1 it can be concluded that the PC
infrastructure is connected to most of the errors/failures.
According to Gernot Eggen (Senior Software Designer,
CY) and Eric Suijs (Principal Architect, CY), PC
infrastructure has a reporting function and is not the
cause of the found errors. The unit that actually fails can
be found by looking at the text of the attribute "Module"
of the error and the start-up event that follows this error.
The used tool does however not include this attribute in
its output and therefore cannot be found in the results of
this research. In Appendix M there are some examples of
how the corresponding unit can be found.
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In figure 7.2 the amount of errors found after filtering,
related to the other units can be seen. Besides the units
represented in figure 7.1 and 7.2 there are also a lot of
other units that log errors (even errors that have the

Figure?1 Comparing units potential ofleading to a loss of function, related to
software), but these errors did not lead to a failure and did not occur within the specified
process with a TBE of over 600 seconds. These units are: Beam Limitation, Data Model
Translator, Datamodel, CWIS, Non-graphical UI, Printing, Session manager, X-ray
Generator, Collimator, Automation, Geometry and UI Devices.
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Figure 7.2 comparing units (other)

The effect that the clinical user notices depends on the service that restarts. Some services
can restart in the background without the clinical user experiencing anything. It is also
possible that the restart of one service leads to the restart of several other services.
Because PC-infrastructure reports most of the errors, it is not yet known which services
need to restart (a modification of the tool is needed to collect this information). So also
the actual effect that is noticed by the clinical user is not yet known.

7.2 Software reliability performance of the Service Packs

This paragraph compares the software reliability performance of the different service
packs as installed on PBL40's. All events that are logged by the systems have a
timestamp, with the use of these timestamps, it is possible to calculate the amount of time
the systems spend in "normal operation", how much they have spend during the specified
process and also how long a certain software version was installed on the systems. From
these calculations it can be concluded that the amount of time the different software
versions were installed on the system is far from even. This means that just comparing
the number of errors/failures per software version is not an option, because they have
been used for different periods of time. The amount of time a software version was
installed on the systems has to be taken into consideration.
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version

The percentage of "normal operation" time that is within the specified processes is
calculated per software version and shown in figure 7.3. This percentage is a
representation of the workload, because during the specified process the system is
actually used. The left columns show the actual percentage (%PI/NO). And the right
columns show the normalized values with the average set at IOO(%PI/NO norm). The
amount of data available for software versions 4.3.3 and 4.0.1 is very limited. The
number of systems that had one of these software version installed is so limited that the
calculated percentage would represent a single system instead of a software version.
Therefore these versions are left out of this comparison. The figure shows that there is no
trend, but there are differences between the different versions. Especially the percentage
for version 4.3. I is higher than the average (I 3.52% higher). Whether or not the workload
has an influence on the software reliability performance of the systems is investigated
later in this chapter.
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Service Pack

Figure 7.4 compares the different software versions installed on PBL40 systems. It shows
the Mean Process Time Between Errors (MPTBE).
With the release of every new service pack, developers ad functionality and/or hope to
improve reliability. Figure 7.4 shows that a newer software version does not necessary
mean a better software reliability performance. It also shows that version 4.3.4 has by far
the best score. Table 7.1 contains the information used to produce figure 7.4. Clearly
some software versions are installed more often on the systems than other versions. For
instance, the accumulated time of all process instances related to service pack 4.3.3 is
only 455 hours. During this time no errors have occurred. If this version would have been
installed longer, change might be that the calculated MPTBE would have become much
higher.

Table 7.1 comparing service packs

Service Pack Process time (h) # errors
4.0.0 1,562 8
4.0.1 316 1
4.3.0 9,312 31
4.3.1 4,919 7
4.3.2 59,843 142
4.3.3 455 0
4.3.4 14,723 14
PBL40 91,132 203
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7.3 Differences in Software Reliability Performance Between
Systems

In this paragraph the software reliability performances of the individual systems are
compared. Purpose is to give a general overview of the software reliability performance
of the systems.

17

Figure 7.5 comparing systems
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Figure 7.5 shows the number oferrors, found with the filtering, per system. Comparing
systems just by the number of errors is not really fair, because of the different operating
times. However, this figure shows how limited the number of errors per system is. The
maximum number of errors on one system was 17. The "other" slice of the chart
represents 121 of 137 systems. On these 121 systems only 66 errors were found with the
filtering. This means that not on all systems an error was found with the filtering. For
only 55 of 137 systems an error was found with the filtering.

Figure 7.6 gives an overview ofall systems and their MPTBE as calculated with the
results of the filtering. The systems are in order of their calculated MPTBE. There are
great differences between the systems. As can be seen in figure 7.6, the highest MPTBE
calculated was almost 1800 hours. The lowest values are under 50 hours.
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Figure 7.6 Comparing all systems
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7.4 The Influence of Workload on software reliability
performance

In this paragraph it is tried to find a connection between workload and software reliability
performance. The percentage of "normal operation" time that falls within process
instances is used as a measure for workload (%PIINO). This percentage is an indicator
for workload because inside a process instance the tasks for which the system is designed
are performed.
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Figure 7.7 Comparing workload

Figure 7.7 compares the workload on all the different systems. It is clear that there are
great differences between systems regarding the workload. Because there are high
differences in workload, it is also possible to check whether the workload influences the
software reliability performance.

In the scatter plot below, each point represents one system. The plot shows the Mean
Process Time Between Errors (MPTBE) against the percentage of "normal operation"
time that falls within the process instances (%PI/NO).
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The plot shows that having a low workload indicates a worse performance and that a
relative good performance indicates a higher workload. A high workload is however not
an indication for good performance. Basically, the higher the workload, the higher the
variance in system software reliability performance.
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7.5 Monoplane or Biplane

This paragraph compares two hardware configurations. The biplane systems are the same
as monoplanes, but have some expensive and complicated parts twice. Purpose of this
paragraph is to see whether the difference in hardware is correlated to the software
reliability of the systems.

T bl 72 db Ia e . monoplane an Iplane

MPTBE STDEV # systems
(hours) (hours)

All 499 427 137

Monoplane 490 422 119
Biplane 556 473 18

Although the average MPTBF of the biplanes is 13% higher, it is not possible to claim
that there is a significant difference between the monoplanes and biplanes. In both groups
the variation is too high; the standard deviation is almost as high as the average value.
119 of 137 systems are monoplanes. This is not a coincidence; there are more
monoplanes in the field than biplanes.

7.6 Comparing the software reliability performance of the
different PBL's

137 PBL40's, 82 PBL30's and 24 PBL20's are used to compare the different PBL's. The
data of all individual systems can be found in appendix H (PBL40), N (PBL30) and 0
(PBL20).
Also for the PBL20's and PBL30's it is found that most systems only had 0 or 1 error that
is conform all conditions of the filtering algorithm. This means that most of the
calculated MPTBE's are equal to the total process time of the particular system. In table
7.3 are the MPTBE's of the different PBL's.

fPBL'T bl 73 Coa e mpanng per ormance 0 s

PI time (h) # errors MPTBE
PBL20 25.739 49 525
PBL30 85.014 183 465
PBL40 91.132 203 449

Because most systems only had 0 or 1 error, the differences in MPTBE's cannot only be
explained by a difference in reliability, but also by a difference in the age of the systems.
The older the systems the higher the MPTBE.

All three groups of systems are characterized by great differences between individual
systems and the presence of some outliers. (See also table 7.4) For instance, half of all
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errors found on PBL20's occurred on one particular system and half of the errors found
on PBL30's were found on just 5% of the systems. Claiming that the system software
reliability of a particular PBL is better than another is not possible.

Table 7.4 High variance between systems

Minimum Minimum PI Maximum Maximum PI
MPTBE time MPTBE time

PBL20 49 97 2545 2545
PBL30 31 50 2531 3927
PBL40 22 31 1781 1773
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7.7 Conclusion Service Restart Analysis

This chapter has shown the failure behavior of individual systems and sub-groups of the
systems.

Fortunately many systems did not have a software failure (yet), others however had many
(up to 30). An important conclusion that can be drawn is that there are great differences
between systems, but that there is not found a clear connection between system
configurations and a good or bad software reliability performance. The overall process
time per failure is around 500 hours; this includes a lot of systems that have not even
reached 500 process hours yet. In practice this means that on average a system has a
service restart failure once or twice a year.
Although a software upgrade did not always improve the software reliability of the
systems, the latest software version in this research was by far the best.
A connection between performance and workload was found and shown by the scatter
plots in figure 7.8. It shows that having a low workload indicates a worse performance
and that a relative good performance indicates a higher workload. A high workload is
however not an indication for good performance. Basically, the higher the workload, the
higher the variance in system software performance.

7.8 Limitations

Although the filtering is very accurate in finding the software failures that lead to the
restart of a service, there are still some limitations that make it hard to fairly compare the
software reliability performance of the systems:

The amount of available data differs highly between systems, and also between
service packs.
The amount of errors and failures is very limited, this makes it a lot harder to
fairly compare different systems, e.g. one system runs for 1000 hours without a
failure and another system runs for 5000 hours with one failure, which system
performed better?
To measure the time between errors/failures only the time from which there is
data available is taken into account. This means that it is assumed that the
available data is reprehensive for the missing data.
Because the limited number of failures, the expected time to failure is often higher
than the available time from the systems. It is hard to conclude anything about a
system that has run without errors for a time much shorter than the expected time
to failure.
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8. System Restart Analysis

The purpose of this chapter is to give more inside in how often errors related to software
indicate a failure that leads to a warm or cold restart of the complete system. A warm
restart means that the software of the complete system is reloaded (approximately 2
minutes) and a cold restart means that the complete system is shut off and then on again
(approximately 7 minutes). This chapter is part of step 4: Evaluating statistical measures
to identify correlations.

8.1 Filtering Algorithm for System Restarts

The clinical user is able to initiate a warm or cold restart, this results in the following
complications when building a filtering algorithm:

A certain error that is once followed by a system restart once is not necessarily
always followed by a restart (as was the case with service restarts). This can
depend on the particular user of the system.
An error that normally only leads to a service restart can, depending on the user,
also be followed by a system restart.
There do not necessarily have to be any errors before a system restart. (In this
case the restart cannot be related to either software or hardware.)

If an error does not automatically lead to the restart of the system, but the user feels that it
is necessary to restart the system, this is still seen as a failure. The effect to the user and
patient is in both situations the same.

There are three events that are found to indicate a restart of the complete system:

1. 760060006, system restarting (cold)
This event occurs during "normal operation" mode and indicates a cold restart.

2. 760060007, system restarting (warm)
This event occurs during "warm restart" mode and indicates a warm restart.

3. 76006000, starting system
This event occurs during "normal operation" mode and indicates a cold or warm
restart.

An error occurring within a process instance of the specified process with a TBE of at
least 600 seconds followed by one of these three events during the same process instance
is considered to indicate a failure that leads to a system restart.
Because not all occurrences of certain errors are followed by a system restart it is not
possible to filter just on particular errors. The events indicating a system restart have to
be part of the filtering algorithm. Heuristically the conditions become:

Severity of event "error" or "warning"
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Mode of event
TBE of event
Time of event
Time of event
Process instance i

8.2 Findings

>
>
<
€

"Normal Operation"
600 (sec)
Time of start process instance i
Time of end process instance i
{Process instances with a system restart event}

For this analysis the same systems are used as for the service restart analysis (137
PBL40's, 82 PBL30's and 24 PBL20's). Although there were three restart events, only
the event indicating a warm restart (760060007) is found after the occurrence of an error
within the same process instance. There are no relations found between errors and the
other two restart events (760060006 and 76006000).

Using just the errors that were classified as leading to a system restart would have lead to
very different results because of two faults that would have been made:

a. Errors classified as leading to a system restart do not lead to a system restart
b. Errors not classified as leading to a system restart are followed by a system

restart.

During the service restart analysis there were errors found that always lead to a service
restart. Such a strong relationship was not found for errors and system restarts. All errors
that occurred more than once are sometimes not followed by a system restart.

PBL40
Table 8.1 shows the software related errors that have lead to a warm restart, appendix J
also includes the hardware errors that have lead to a warm restart and it includes the
descriptions of the events. In the column "cat." of table 8.1 you can see whether or not
the errors are related to embedded software and also which errors could not be classified
as either being software or hardware related.
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th"dedT bl 8 Ia e errors atm Icat system restarts PBlAO

# with FMEA Predicted total
EventlD Unit restart Cat. Class Effect # %

warm
100010019 Misc. 10 2 SW C restart 4 50.00

Image warm
50001055 Detector 1 SW C restart 1 100.00
63000000 Geometrv 1 SWemb. C emb restart 1 100.00
63000011 Geometrv 1 SWemb. C emb restart 14 7.14
63000171 Geometrv 1 SWemb. C emb restart 14 7.14
63000291 Geometry 4 SWemb. C emb restart 15 26.67

FSE
Image req.lcold

70020004 Processor 3 HW/SW B/C restart 14 21.43
Image warm

70091294 Processor 1 SW C restart 1 100.00
FSE

req.lcold
510610011 ACQuisition 3 HW/SW B/C restart 27 11.11

unavailable
510610100 ACQuisition 2 SW C for 5 sec. 5 40.00
510710102 Acquisition 1 SW C unknown 7 14.29
510710103 ACQuisition 2 SW C unknown 7 28.57

Archiving & loss of
570000000 NetworkinQ 1 SW C data 648 0.15

PC- service
730999902 Infrastructure 2 SW C restart 115 1.74

25 process instances had a failure that could be related to software, which have lead to a
warm restart. At least 19 of them are certainly related to software, from which 7 that are
related to embedded software. In total there were around 60.000 (not including outliers)
process instances, representing almost 100.000 hours of process time.
The failures are found on different systems with different configurations, a statistical
analysis to find differences between subgroups of systems would not give significant
results because of the limited number of failures.

PBL30
Table 8.2 shows the software related errors that have lead to a warm restart, appendix K
also includes the hardware errors that have lead to a warm restart. In table 8.2 you can see
whether or not the errors are related to embedded software and also which errors could
not be classified as either being software or hardware related.
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PBL30th'dedT bl 82a e errors aim leal syslem restarts

EventlD Description Unit # Cat.
20006948 Generator exception occurred 6948 Xray Control 1 SW

SW
63000006 Programming error: ADC conversion failed Geometry 1 emb.

SW
63000011 Application error: Error on LonQ. movement Geometry 3 emb.

SW
63000291 ProQramminQ error: GSC: Geometry 2 emb.

Image
70020004 Invalid ISB response Processor 1 HW/SW

Application error: Image Processor Frame
510032792 Buffer failed to prepare for Acquisition. Acquisition 1 HW/SW
510610011 Programming XRay-Generator failure Acquisition 3 HW/SW

impl.dicom.access.UNKNOWN: Skipping Archiving &
570000000 pending input P-DATA-TF data Networking 3 SW

Patient & Beam
580009901 Programming error: unspecified exception. pos. 1 SW

Programming error: process terminated due PC-
730999900 to a fatal exception. Infrastructure 1 SW

17 failures could be related to software, from which 6 were related to embedded software
and 5 could not be classified as either being either hardware or software related. The total
process time is over 85.000 hours. As with the PBL40's the failures occur on different
systems with different configurations. Any statistical analysis would not give significant
differences between sub-groups because of the limited number of failures.

PBL20
Table 8.3 shows the software errors that have lead to a warm restart, appendix L also
includes the hardware errors that have lead to a warm. In table 8.3 you can see whether or
not the errors are related to embedded software and also which errors could not be
classified as either being software or hardware related.

tarts PBL20thld edT bl 83a e errors a 10 leal syslem res

EventiD Description Unit # Cat.
SW

63000011 Application error: Error on Lona. movement Geometry 3 emb.
Programming error: CLE1 2003 SW

63000291 dev c1s.c#1997 p se Quard tsk:dev cls.c Geometry 1 emb.
Image

70010003 Condition not met Processor 2 HW/SW
Image

70030006 VpcService restarted Processor 5 HW/SW
TestShot Lockln Plugln: SW programming

510610100 error Acquisition 1 SW
PC-

730999901 Programming error: unspecified exception. Infrastructure 1 SW

There were found 13 failures on PBL20's that could be related to software. 7 of these
failures could not be classified as being either hardware or software related. The total
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process time on PBL20's is over 25.000 hours. Again the number of failures is too
limited to proof any differences between sub-groups.

Comparing the performance ofthe PBL's

Comparing the three PBL's shows that there are substantial differences in the software
reliability performance if we just look at the amount of fai lures that lead to a system
restart. In table 8.4 it can be found that on average, the PBL40 performed better than its
predecessor, the PBL20. On average the PBL30 performed better than both other PBL's.
If the failures that could not be classified as being either hardware or software related are
excluded, the same conclusions hold. (See table 8.4)

Table 8.4 Comparinll: PBL's

# failures PI time (h) MPTBF(h) # failures* MPTBF (h)*
PBL40 25 91.131 3645 19 4796
PBL30 17 85.014 5001 12 7085
PBL20 13 25.739 1980 6 4290
*not including cat. HW/SW

8.3 Limitations

The filtering makes it possible to compare the software reliability performance of the
different (groups of) systems. There are though, some limitations that make it harder to
fairly compare the systems.

Almost all systems had 0 or 1 failure that lead to a system restart. Because of this,
the MPTBF's are highly influenced by the age of the systems. This could explain
the higher MPTBF of the PBL30's in comparison with the PBL40's.

In many cases there were no errors found before a system restart. So, there was no
indication why the system or the user initiated a system restart. There are multiple
explanations for this:

• Although there is nothing wrong, the clinical user still decides to restart the
system

• There is something wrong, but there are no errors related to the specific faulty
state

• A FSE decides to restart the system

If it is possible that the system is in a faulty state without logging any errors than
this would mean that there are possibly much more failures related to software. If
there only is a (re-)start event than this cannot be classified as either being
hardware or software related.
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9. Conclusion and Discussion

This chapter concludes this thesis. Purpose is to give answers to all research questions
and make suggestions for improvements and further research based on the findings from
chapter 3 to 8.

9.1 Research Questions

In chapter 2 the research questions were introduced, in this chapter these will be
answered. The two central research questions with their sub questions were:

How can the event-logs be used to analyze software reliability performance?

What issues need to be overcome to be able to use the system loggings to measure
system software reliability?

There are basically two problems that need to be overcome. First is getting the actual log
files and being able to connect them to particular configurations. Second, when the log
files are available, extracting the information that is necessary for a reliability analysis.

What changes to the logging mechanism should be made in order to improve the
ease ofusing system loggingsfor reliability analysis?

There is an enormous amount of data in the log-files that is not necessary for a reliability
analysis. Much of this data is probably useless for any analysis. There are some
inconsistencies and limitations related to the event-logs which need to be sorted out to
make an analysis easier and the chance of making mistakes smaller.

What are explaining factors for differences in system software reliability performance
ofthe systems in the field?

What types ofsoftware failures are present in the field?

For this thesis the software failures are categorized into three categories by their effect:
a) Failures that lead to a loss of function excluding failures which lead to a complete

system restart.
b) Failures that lead to a complete system restart.
c) Any other type of failure, e.g. reduction of processing speed or reduction of image

quality. (these are not examined in this thesis)

What are hardware causes for differences in system software reliability
performance?
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There were no hardware causes found that lead to relatively better or worse performance.
Restricted to system restart errors, it can be said that there are differences between PBL's.
The PBL30 performed better that the PBL20 and PBL40. The PBL40 performed better
than its predecessor the PBL20.

Are there differences in software reliability performance between different service
packs?

It seems that there is an upward trend in software reliability performance, especially the
latest service pack (4.3.4) performed much better than the earlier versions.

Does the workload influence the software reliability performance?

It is found that there is indeed a relation between workload and software reliability
performance. A higher workload leads to a higher variance in performance.

9.2 Conclusion

How can the event-logs be used to analyze software reliability performance?

A Filtering Algorithm is presented with conditions that relate to three different issues that
need to be overcome before the event-logs can be used for a reliability analysis. The first
is related to categorizing events, which leads to extracting from the raw event-logs, the
errors that have the potential of leading to a software related failure. The second issue is
the clustered occurrences of errors. The conditions make sure that all the errors that
belong to one failure are grouped and that the failure is only counted once. The third
issue is the timeframe in which failures can be experienced by the clinical user. By
defining a process it is made sure that errors during maintenance and the start-up/shut
down cycles are not counted. Besides this, the process also makes it possible to compare
systems more fairly and it is used in a metric for workload. The events that remain after
filtering represent failure occurrences and can be used to measure the software reliability
performance of the individual systems and to compare the systems to each other.

It is clear that while event-logs can provide useful insight into the reliability of the
corresponding systems, there is still a need for enhancing the accuracy and the
completeness of the information included in the event-logs.

What are explaining factors for differences in system software reliability performance
ofthe systems in the field?

For many systems, no failures were found with the algorithm. Main conclusion was that
no subgroup of systems was found with a particular bad or good overall system software
reliability performance. Because of a high variance in time between failures as calculated
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with the found failures no significant conclusions could be drawn. Only a correlation
between workload and software reliability performance was found. A low workload leads
to worse performance and a high performance is only reached with a high workload. A
high workload does not necessarily mean a better performance.

9.3 Discussion and Recommendations

Recommendations

It is evident that there is a lot of information that can be extracted from the event-logs.
This research focused on finding failures that lead to a loss of function of over 10
seconds, which are indicated by the sequence of an error followed by a start-up event. It
is suggested to explore other possibilities regarding the use of log-files:

e) There are possibly other types of failures that can be found by analyzing event
logs, for instance a quality reduction of images or a reduced processing speed. It
is recommended to try and find indications for these types of failures.

f) Because of the high number of (re-) start events without any errors before them, it
is questioned whether every faulty state can be seen by searching for errors in the
log-files. To get a complete overview, it is recommended to make sure that there
are indications for every faulty state of the system.

Regarding the inconsistencies found in the event-logs and the difficulties in categorizing
the errors the following suggestions are made for changes to the logging mechanism for
future releases. These suggestions improve the ease of using the event-logs and lower the
chance of making mistakes during an analysis:

g) Integrate a sort of FMEA in design, by classifying all errors already during
development. For instance, changing the format of the description attribute into
"cause - effect", is a small change that can be very helpful for a reliability
analysis. Adding attributes like "HW/SW" or "Class" is also a possibility, but this
would be a more severe change.

h) Make sure that a certain eventID is related to only one kind of event. Sometimes
one eventID is related to two different events that have different effects; this
makes an analysis more complicated and the change of making faults higher.

i) Introduce a "testing" mode with the same properties as "normal operation" which
service engineers can use to test the system. This would make it possible to just
look at "normal operation" instead of using a process.

j) Exclude all repeated events. Excluding events that repeat themselves after 0 or 1
seconds would mean a enormous reduction of the amount of data, but not the
amount of information that is in the event-logs.

Comments
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As was expected by reliability analyst Cees Wolvekamp and service delivery manager
Janwillem Schrier, the number of software failures is very limited. Also the effect of the
errors is not always critical, the treatment can continue while a particular service is
restarting. Off course it is essential to keep monitoring the software reliability
performance, but it seems that there is not much room for improvements.

Based on comments from users (doctors from the "voice of the customers" program at
Philips Healthcare) and the large amount of restarts without errors, it is expected that part
of the restarts are due to misunderstandings from the clinical user. Combining a user
profiling analysis with a software reliability analysis could give interesting correlations.

Weak point of this research is that only failures that lead to the restart of a unit or the
whole system are included, while other failures can be very important. (e.g. reduced
processing speed or limited table movements) Because there are restart-events, it was
possible to verify that there actually was a failure. It is however hard to validate that there
actually was a reduced processing speed when there only is an error. Any failure could
lead to the user initiating a system restart, therefore maybe a portion of the failures that
do not automatically lead to a system restart are still counted.

Strength of this research is the usability of the formed filtering algorithm. No complex
data mining is necessary and most of the conditions can be executed in programs like MS
Excel and MS Access.

Contribution to research

Although event-logs are used more often for reliability analysis, the types of systems to
which these event-logs belong are very different from the Allura Xper. Literature is
restricted to LAN networks and "super computers"; in these cases a failure is often
defined as a complete restart of a system. Because of the life-critical situations for which
the Allura Xper is used a complete restart is not the only type of failure of importance.
Also because a failure could become life threatening, the number of failures per system
and the time between failures is probably different from other systems. Especially the use
of commands to specify a process as a timeframe for failure analysis contributes to what
can be found in literature.
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B. Overview of All Systems Within the Allura Xper Family
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c. Example of Logged Events

.:. <LogEntry>
<Index>103</Index>
<Unit>Graphical UI</Unit>
< Date> 2008-04-22</Date>
<Time>07:39:20</Time>
<Severity>lnformation</Severity>
<LogID>20481</LogID>
< EventID> 650000054</EventID>
<Description>Xper module Service log message</Description>
<SystemMode>StartUp</SystemMode>
<Module>C:\Program

Files\PMS\Fusion\Tsm_TsmNt_prod\TsmNt_ur.exe</Module>

<SourceFile>o:\uuim\uim\tsm\tsmnt\src\tsmnt\TsmCommServer.cpp</Sou
rceFile>

<LineNumber>2233</LineNumber>
<Memo>[FREE_TEXT] Socket (724}gracefully c1osed.</Memo>
<Thread>4812</Thread>
<ChanneIIdentification>X-Ray Channel Undefined</Channelldentification >

</LogEntry>

.:. <LogEntry>
<Index>357</Index>
<Unit>Geometry</Unit>
< Date> 2008-04-22</Date>
<Time>07:41:50</Time>
<Severity>Error</Severity>
<LogID>20484</LogID>
<EventID>060000011</EventID>
<Description>Application error: Unable to communicate with GeoIPC. SID is

unknown and no movements are available.</Description>
<SystemMode>NormaIOperation</SystemMode>
<Module>C:\Program

Files\PMS\Fusion\Geo_geometry_prod\GeoHost_ur.exe</Module>
<SourceFile>. \GeoSAOperationaIStateHandler.cpp</SourceFile>
<LineNumber>341</LineNumber>
<Memo>[SEVERITY] Error [EXCEPTION_DESCRIPTION] All position

information for frontal stand, lateral stand and table is unknown.</Memo>
<Thread>4912</Thread>
<ChanneIIdentification>X-Ray Channel Undefined </ChanneIIdentification >

</LogEntry>
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D. Connecting the Databases

Objective:

To be able to use the loggings for analyzing purposes it is necessary to know to what
specific system in the field the loggings belong. The objective therefore is to create a list
which connects all the folder names of the loggings with the corresponding systems in the
field.
Secondly, to be able to categorize the loggings by PBL it is also necessary to know the
as-shipped data.

Extracting data from the different databases:

It is possible to extract from the RADAR database a list that contains the following:

RSNGuid; also referred to as systemGUID, the folder name in which the loggings
of a particular system is stored (for example "28586" or" 1156").

System Reference; sometimes referred to as RADAR-ID, the unique name that is
used in RADAR for a particular system (for example "CY_534665_SPPH1" or
"CY_ALLURA_ROOMI57").

SAP ID; the unique SAP code for a particular system (for example "534665"). For
a lot of systems the SAP ID is not stored. Sometimes it is possible to extract the
SAP ID from the System Reference, but even after doing this the list is far from
complete.

Release. Version and Level; these three together represent the software as it was
installed on the system during the last available logging (for example "4.3.4").

Querying for all the 12NC's of the different SWR's (see table A for a list of the l2NC's)
in the SAP Business Warehouse generates a list that contains (among other things) the
following as-shipped data:

System code; this code corresponds to a specific combination of Monoplanel
Biplane and FDI0IFD20 (see table B for a list of the different codes).

SNS; this is the system serial number; together with a system code this is unique
for every system.

12NC; the unique code used for a product or part of a product. In this case the
code for the software that was shipped with the system.
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Material description; a textual description of the 12NC. In this case a description
of the software. It is assumed that the SWR that is shipped with the system
indicates the PBL of the system.

From the customer support data warehouse you can extract a list that contains:

ConfigID; exactly the same code as the SAP-ID

Sys snr; this is the system serial number, exactly the same as the SNS

Sys code; again the system code; together with the Sys snr this makes a unique
combination for every system

The connections:

The last table can be linked to both other tables:

The ConfigID is unique for every system and is the same as the SAP-ID.

The combination of Sys snr and Sys code is unique for every system and the same
as the combination of System code and SNS

The results:

The systems that are present in all three tables are categorized into four different groups:

Group Number ofsystems
PBL20 SWR 2.0.x 73
PBL20 SWR 4.3.x 53
PBL30 SWR 3.1.x 82
PBL40 SWR 4.3.x 137

The SWR of the groups is the software version as it was installed on the system during
the last available logging. The tables contain much more data then mentioned above, so
also for the systems in the four groups a lot more is known that could be of interest when
analyzing differences in reliability between systems.

Known parameters are: country, Site name, Site address, order nr, ship. Date, ins!. Date,
de-inst. Date, warr. Start, warr. End, con. Type, con. Start, con. End
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The ConjigJD is known for every system, this enables the connection to tables with the
calls to customer support. This on its tum enables the connection to the jobs of the field
engineers and the spare parts used.

Limitations:

The RADAR database does not have loggings of all systems connected to
RADAR and also the number of days of loggings differs greatly among the
systems
The fact that not all SAP-ID's are known in RADAR limits the number of
systems in the four groups substantially
The groups are limited to systems situated in the USA, this is done to be able to
read the descriptions of all field reports and call reports.

Sources:

List from RADAR database: Koen Aerts; manually extracted more SAP JD's from
System Reference
List from SAP Business Warehouse: Hugo Vlassak (PBL40); performed the same
procedure to create the lists for the other PBL's
List from customer support data warehouse: Cees Wolvekamp
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Table A: 12NC's corresponding to the different releases

PBL SWR 12Ne Remarks
1.2.0 9896-001-82703

0 1.2.1 9896-001-82704......
.....:l 1.2.2 9896-001-82705co
0.. 1.2.3 9896-001-82706

1.2.4 9896-001-82707

2.0.0 9896-001-86571
0 2.0.1 9896-001-86572
N
.....:l 2.0.2 9896-001-86573
CO
0.. 2.0.3 9896-001-86574

2.0.4 9896-001-86575 Not shipped with systems

3.1.0 9896-002-03191
3.1.1 9896-002-03192
3.1.2 9896-002-03193

0 3.1.3 9896-002-03194
("')

.....:l 3.1.3 9896-002-03195
CO

3.1.4 9896-002-031960..

3.1.5 9896-002-03197 Not shipped with systems
3.1.5 9896-002-03198
3.1.6 9896-002-03199

4.0.0 9896-002-04961
4.0.1 9896-002-04962
4.0.2 9896-002-04963

0 4.0.3 9896-002-04964 Not shipped with systems
'<T
.....:l 4.3.0 9896-002-05171
CO
0.. 4.3.1 9896-002-05172

4.3.2 9896-002-05173
4.3.3 9896-002-05174 Not shipped with systems
4.3.4 9896-002-05175

5.0.0 9896-002-06541 Not shipped with systems
0 5.0.3 9896-002-06542
lr)

.....:l 5.0.4 9896-002-06543co
0.. 5.0.5 9896-002-06544

5.0.6 9896-002-06545 Not shipped with systems (yet?)

6.0.1 9896-002-10741
0
\0 6.0.2 9896-002-10742.....:l
CO 6.0.2 9896-002-107430..

6.0.3 9896-002-10744 Not shipped with systems (yet?)
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Table B: System codes and corresponding system types

System Family Detector MonolBiplane Application PBL
Code type(s)

722001 Allura FDIO Monoplane Cardio PBLlO
Xper

722002 Allura FDlO Monoplane Cardio PBLlO
Xper

722003 Allura FDlO Monoplane Cardio PBL 10/30/50(170)
Xper

722005 Allura FDI01l0 Biplane Cardio PBL30/50(170)
Xper

722006 Allura FD20 Monoplane Vascular PBL20/40/60(170)
Xper

722008 Allura FD201l0, Biplane Vascular PBL40/60(170),
Xper FD20/20 PBL60(170)
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E. List of Startup Events

Unit Event Id Description
Acquisition 510004097 Acquisition startup completed
Archiving &
Networking 570000009 Archiving Server started
Automation 610010002 Automation Service Start up completed
Beam Limitation 590010005 BeamLimitationDriver startup completed
Collimator 040000100 CollimatorDriver startup sequence completed succesful
CWIS
Data Model
Translator
Datamodel 640010001 DmServer startup completed
Geometry 060000002 Geometry Startup Completed
Geometry 063000236 GSC Startup finished (start app finished)
Graphical UI 650000056 Xper module Service startup complete
Graphical UI 650028673 Monitor: Starting Application completed
Graphical UI 650028673 Restarting GUI Monitor Aplication
Image Detector 050001024 Start-up of lateral Image Detection Channel
Image Detector 050001024 Start-up of frontal Image Detection Channel
Image Detector 050001027 Image Detection Unit is now operational
Image Processor 070030010 Video Processing Chain (VPC) Service startup completed
IPISLib
Misc. 10 100060005 Application Restart event received from MPD
Misc. 10 100060004 Power Down event received from MPD
Misc. 10 100010006 MioService Start up completed
Non-Graphical UI 660000015 Starting application
Non-Graphical UI 660000002 Startup completed
Patient & Beam
pas. 580000006 PatientAndBeamPositoning Startup Completed
Patient
Administration 540000001 Startup succeeded
PC-Infrastructure 730080001 FusionLog Server started
PC-Infrastructure 730100001 DesktopConfig Server Started
Printing 550000006 Printing Server started
Reviewing 520010500 Startup completed
Session Manager 760060001 Starting Service
Session Manager 760060004 Stopping Service
UI Devices 080000000 Startup sequence completed succesful
Xray Control
X-Ray Generator 010000000 Generation start up completed
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F. Class B Error Occurrences
A B C D E F CUM. Dif. CUM

total 1171 1523 1 262 71 30 3058

# systems 18 26 1 78 26 4 153 115

# systems NO 17 1 1 11 1 0 31 30
Normal
Operation 263 1382 1 19 1 0 1666

Shutdown 0 4 0 0 0 0 4
Shutdown
completed 0 49 0 15 1 0 65

StartUp 79 88 0 219 57 30 473

Warm Restart 0 0 0 3 4 0 7

Field Service 829 0 0 6 8 0 843

PBL20 297 19 0 109 35 0 460

#PBL20's 14 10 0 42 16 0 82 53

#PBL20's NO 14 0 0 5 0 0 19 18

PBL20NO 248 0 0 10 0 0 258

PBL20S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PBL20Sc 0 19 0 4 0 0 23

PBL20SU 49 0 0 92 27 0 168

PBL20WR 0 0 0 3 4 0 7

PBL20FS 0 0 0 0 4 0 4

total:

PBL20

operation
(days)

39159

18225

NO (days)

38675

18026

SC (days)

738

241

systems

343

124
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G. Software Related Service Restart Errors
Programming error: process terminated due to a fatal

80019900 exception. UI Devices
80019901 Programming error: unspecified exception. UI Devices
80019903 Programming error: precondition violation. UI Devices

Programming error: process terminated due to a fatal
50009900 exception. Image Detector
50009901 Programming error: unspecified exception. Image Detector
50009903 Programming error: precondition violation. Image Detector

Programming error: process terminated due to a fatal
550009900 exception. Printing
550009901 Programming error: unspecified exception. Printing
550009909 Programming error: COM method failed. Printing

Programming error: process terminated due to a fatal Archiving &
570009900 exception. Networking

Archiving &
570009901 Programming error: unspecified exception. Networking

Archiving &
570009909 Programming error: COM method failed. Networking

Programming error: process terminated due to a fatal Data Model
670009900 exception. Translator

Data Model
670009908 Programming error: COM method precondition violation. Translator

Data Model
670009909 Programming error: COM method failed. Translator

Programming error: process terminated due to a fatal Patient
540019900 exception. Administration

Patient
540019901 Programming error: unspecified exception. Administration

Patient
540019903 Programming error: precondition violation. Administration

Patient
540019909 Programming error: COM method failed. Administration

Programming error: process terminated due to a fatal
60009900 exception. Geometry
60009901 Programming error: unspecified exception. Geometry
60009912 Programming error: COM server not available. Geometry

Programming error: process terminated due to a fatal Patient & Beam
580009900 exception. pos.

Patient &
580009901 Programming error: unspecified exception. Beam pos.

Patient & Beam
580009909 Programming error: COM method failed. pos.

Patient & Beam
580009912 Programming error: COM server not available. pos.
510610016 Programming XRay-Generator limited Acquisition

Programming error: process terminated due to a fatal
510999900 exception. Acquisition
510999901 Programming error: unspecified exception. Acquisition
510999903 Programming error: precondition violation. Acquisition
510999908 Programming error: COM method precondition violation. Acquisition
510999909 Programming error: COM method failed. Acquisition
510999912 Programming error: COM server not available. Acquisition
650018092 Programming error: process terminated due to a fatal Graphical UI
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exception.
650018093 Programming error: unspecified exception. Graphical UI
650018095 Programming error: precondition violation. Graphical UI

Programming error: process terminated due to a fatal
650139900 exception. Graphical UI

Programming error: process terminated due to a fatal
650159900 exception. Graphical UI

Programming error: process terminated due to a fatal
650409900 exception. Graphical UI
650409901 Programming error: unspecified exception. Graphical UI

Non-Graphical
660000012 Programming error: a function call failed UI

Programming error: process terminated due to a fatal Non-Graphical
660009900 exception. UI

Non-Graphical
660009901 Programming error: unspecified exception. UI

Non-Graphical
660009904 Programming error: postcondition violation. UI

Non-Graphical
660020012 Programming error: a function call failed UI

Programming error: process terminated due to a fatal Non-Graphical
660029900 exception. UI

Non-Graphical
660029904 Programming error: postcondition violation. UI

Non-Graphical
660029912 Programming error: COM server not available. UI

Non-Graphical
660039912 Programming error: COM server not available. UI

Non-Graphical
660040012 Programming error: a function call failed UI

Non-Graphical
660049912 Programming error: COM server not available. UI

Non-Graphical
660050012 Programming error: a function call failed UI

Non-Graphical
660059912 Programming error: COM server not available. UI

Session
760060060 Session Manager has crashed Manager
610029912 Programming error: COM server not available. Automation
610039912 Programming error: COM server not available. Automation
610059912 Programming error: COM server not available. Automation

Programming error: process terminated due to a fatal
770019900 exception. CWIS
770019901 Programming error: unspecified exception. CWIS
770019912 Programming error: COM server not available. CWIS

Beam
590009909 Programming error: COM method failed. Limitation

Beam
590009912 Programming error: COM server not available. Limitation

Programming error: process terminated due to a fatal
40009900 exception. Collimator
40009901 Programming error: unspecified exception. Collimator

Programming error: process terminated due to a fatal X-Ray
10999900 exception. Generator

530019900 Programming error: process terminated due to a fatal IPISLib
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exception.
530019901 Programming error: unspecified exception. IPISLib
530019903 Programming error: precondition violation. IPISLib
520010000 QAUiGlue error Reviewing

Application Error: The QA module has generated a fatal
520010103 internal error Reviewing

Programming error: process terminated due to a fatal
520019900 exception. Reviewing
520019901 Programming error: unspecified exception. Reviewing
520019903 Programming error: precondition violation. Reviewing

Programming error: process terminated due to a fatal PC-
730999900 exception. Infrastructure
640019909 Programming error: COM method failed. Datamodel

Programming error: process terminated due to a fatal
640029900 exception. Datamodel
640029901 Programming error: unspecified exception. Datamodel
640029912 Programming error: COM server not available. Datamodel
640039912 Programming error: COM server not available. Datamodel

Programming error: process terminated due to a fatal
640119900 exception. Datamodel

Image
70010003 Condition not met Processor

PC-
730999902 Programming error: structured exception. Infrastructure

PC-
730999901 Programming error: unspecified exception. Infrastructure
640119901 Programming error: unspecified exception. Datamodel
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H. Comparing Systems
a.

0 0 Q)0 0 ... 0
0

ID ID ~ 0
1\ 1\ 0 ID
W W ~

ID 1\
1\

III III W W
l- I- .e III III... I-0 0 'j l-

e z z w a.
E ~ ~

III III W u.C) III
Q) ;;:: 0 0 Q) I- III III... c ... ... 0 0 l- I-III ... ... 0 z a. a.;r; 0 :: :: ...

U a. :E :E :E
20213 000000545539 0 0 3,231,400 2,005,065 2,005,065
23085 000000540721 10 8 8 2,495,547 960,858 960,858
23734 000000537838 2 1 1 5,644,642 3,583,985 3,583,985
24626 000000544728 8 2 2 737,895 1,123,739 1,123,739
25866 000000540790 5 2 2 2,982,805 2,594,175 2,594,175
26389 000000545518 1 1 10,579,828 4,411,219 4,411,219
26677 000000546668 1 0 11,586,035 3,995,739 3,995,739
27185 000000541046 15 10 10 427,220 274,351 274,351
27186 000000544513 2 1 1 4,421,015 5,036,867 5,036,867
27270 000000536030 2 2 2 17,606,068 1,061,047 1,061,047
27326 000000547976 0 0 2,549,914 1,184,180 1,184,180
27429 000000546908 0 0 2,410,871 1,097,972 1,097,972

27489 000000540952 4 0 3,254,054 6,412,464 6,412,464

27857 000000541572 5 0 1,804,886 2,453,913 2,453,913
28585 000000542963 18 17 17 801,416 202,215 202,215
28586 000000534665 6 5 5 2,491,604 1,150,169 1,150,169
28852 000000540791 2 0 4,932,510 5,254,007 5,254,007
28868 000000541880 2 0 15,398,947 852,309 852,309
28979 000000541783 3 3 2 4,382,646 1,989,003 2,983,504

28980 000000544631 3 2 2 4,516,454 2,359,545 2,359,545
29901 000000543759 1 1 1 8,992,059 5,346,765 5,346,765
30159 000000544371 0 0 3,045,216 780,283 780,283

30233 000000549868 26 7 6 403,816 962,457 1,122,866

30335 000000545838 2 0 3,767,618 2,142,584 2,142,584

30336 000000545839 0 0 1,757,049 726,739 726,739
30337 000000545840 0 0 8,341,909 2,571,534 2,571,534

30449 000000545073 0 0 8,991,402 3,125,093 3,125,093
30471 000000545583 1 1 1 9,648,684 5,088,017 5,088,017
30555 000000546586 0 0 9,182,134 2,468,423 2,468,423

30616 000000543984 5 2 2 2,419,740 2,219,450 2,219,450
30617 000000546585 3 1 1 4,527,477 5,712,410 5,712,410

30875 000000546634 0 0 1,404,687 213,293 213,293
30991 000000546693 5 1 1,909,592 5,453,363 5,453,363
31232 000000545262 8 6 4 1,471,810 531,087 796,631

31301 000000535303 3 1 1 3,575,503 6,382,506 6,382,506
31706 000000545090 5 2 1 1,303,921 1,491,142 2,982,284
31839 000000540284 3 1 1 3,751,655 5,790,293 5,790,293
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31840 000000540275 5 3 3 3,799,146 1,903,150 1,903,150
31895 000000550198 1 0 5,611,783 4,269,663 4,269,663
31904 000000550173 0 0 5,419,454 1,545,184 1,545,184
31968 000000544750 11 9 8 1,036,407 732,341 823,884
32201 000000545912 26 14 14 638,278 160,977 160,977
32215 000000544389 15 9 9 537,171 533,411 533,411
32489 000000544005 0 0 3,832,710 1,388,190 1,388,190
32490 000000549902 0 0 1,243,241 683,757 683,757
32516 000000542382 7 2 2 420,219 650,198 650,198
32566 000000550304 5 4 4 1,983,549 1,531,333 1,531,333
32728 000000545853 5 2 1 1,405,465 1,177,740 2,355,479
32800 000000547334 0 0 4,632,410 1,514,571 1,514,571
32943 000000543213 18 12 9 757,387 292,670 390,227
32944 000000543216 0 0 13,548,207 4,505,734 4,505,734
33400 000000549245 2 0 5,166,569 5,008,113 5,008,113
33715 000000545905 1 0 2,965,542 1,800,049 1,800,049
33810 000000551050 1 1 4,821,314 1,115,257 1,115,257
33811 000000551051 0 0 5172,810 2,034,804 2,034,804
33878 000000553604 6 5 5 934,985 313,130 313,130
33959 000000545827 16 13 8 549,100 300,736 488697
34036 000000543971 14 6 6 188,999 266,971 266,971
34037 000000543972 0 0 2,776,186 1,809,827 1,809827
34241 000000541047 4 4 4 309,023 78,621 78,621
34332 000000548054 0 0 8,105,552 2,597,138 2,597,138
34359 000000546025 0 0 2,818,969 991,316 991,316
34396 000000549202 0 0 8,440,629 3,431,168 3,431,168
34546 000000545941 0 0 11,379,017 4,987,301 4987,301
34957 000000547621 1 0 8,686,092 2,728,790 2,728,790
34958 000000547601 0 0 6,252,566 2,165,634 2,165,634
35193 000000544656 0 0 2,890,856 1,471,538 1,471,538
35947 000000547118 1 1 1 10,299,020 3,149,450 3,149,450
36274 000000551146 11 6 6 677,854 741,271 741,271
36394 000000547748 0 0 3,255,270 1,066,160 1,066,160
36418 000000545921 0 0 9,914,936 2,489,837 2,489,837
37015 000000544844 0 0 6,093,579 2,363,766 2,363,766
37022 000000549378 3 0 3,553,123 2,566,866 2,566,866
37023 000000549379 2 1 1 3,553,180 3,384,200 3,384200
37093 000000552192 5 3 3 1,057,690 488,140 488,140
37096 000000552178 1 0 5243,675 1,164499 1,164,499
37123 000000545640 2 1 1 3,574,031 4,444,143 4,444,143
37204 000000553397 0 0 6558,577 4 124,927 4,124,927
37285 000000547628 0 0 7,696,038 2202,749 2,202,749
37417 000000540321 0 0 610,870 303,943 303,943
37418 000000540325 0 0 993,900 161,778 161,778
37549 000000546201 0 0 3,181,486 127,973 127,973
37686 000000548764 1 0 4,915,119 2,587,699 2,587,699
37988 000000547642 5 2 2 1,241,258 1,267,477 1,267,477
38121 000000552440 2 0 3,128,349 2,043,152 2,043,152
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38294 000000550122 1 1 1 8,685,518 4,174,164 4,174,164
38575 000000554763 7 5 5 785,729 376,297 376,297
38734 000000534927 0 0 5,432,077 2,424,635 2,424,635
38940 000000549306 1 0 5,845,465 2,725,884 2,725,884
38973 000000551178 0 0 5,220,110 2,177,403 2,177,403
39067 000000554049 0 0 383,578 110,456 110,456
39145 000000553432 1 1 1 10,435,900 1,555,789 1,555,789
39189 000000553846 0 0 5,520,306 1,527,354 1,527,354
39248 000000554518 3 1 1 2,293,627 799,614 799,614
39273 000000543953 2 0 2,532,519 1,701,249 1,701,249
39501 000000555356 0 0 4,897,755 1,196,719 1,196,719
39555 000000543087 0 0 6,270,683 3,092,643 3,092,643
39599 000000547770 0 0 6,179,733 1,912,358 1,912,358
40095 000000553466 7 3 3 298,455 251,568 251,568
40253 000000556390 1 1 4,596,124 2,256,937 2,256,937
40266 000000548108 2 1 1 1,502,516 1,021,691 1,021,691
40402 000000545282 0 0 4,596,643 2,683,347 2,683,347
40477 000000547627 1 0 3,728,766 390,643 390,643
40811 000000535213 0 0 3,271,388 1,817,797 1,817,797
40824 000000545752 0 0 6,599,053 2,695,690 2,695,690
41249 000000556709 4 2 2 377,532 260,412 260,412
41489 000000555349 4 0 1,329,432 1,836,416 1,836,416
41490 000000555350 0 0 4,964,000 1,622,494 1,622,494
41563 000000548432 0 0 1,754,954 378,392 378,392
41702 000000550244 0 0 3,099,359 1,297,815 1,297,815
41978 000000558604 0 0 4,589,195 1,732,646 1,732,646
41989 000000538911 1 1 1 3,497,679 1,154,846 1,154,846
41991 000000538910 0 0 4,916,437 1,326,569 1,326,569
42021 000000547898 1 1 1 6,753,833 1,818,989 1,818,989
42310 000000548618 0 0 5,080,879 810,865 810,865
42494 000000556820 0 0 2,565,815 1,032,859 1,032,859
42501 000000543229 0 0 504,025 148,120 148,120
42517 000000560060 8 5 5 238,675 188,827 188,827
42521 000000553867 0 0 5,998,093 955,873 955,873
42525 000000553873 1 0 4,946,785 742,391 742,391
42533 000000553881 1 0 5,760,510 332,409 332,409
42543 000041443928 0 0 2,516,482 1,140,088 1,140,088
43022 000000544668 0 0 2,339,857 1,168,279 1,168,279
43023 000000544655 1 0 3,075,831 1,393,694 1,393,694
43127 000000553097 0 0 1,674,696 746,780 746,780
43784 000000551725 0 0 1,430,453 637,722 637,722
43964 000000544636 1 0 1,458,240 922,764 922,764
44206 000000553288 0 0 578,707 115,091 115,091
44285 000000546886 1 0 1,390,335 800,397 800,397
44302 000000543850 0 0 1,252,594 387,845 387,845

448Sa 0OOOOO53Ug8 1 a 2 a2a 023 362 a~9 362 a~9

44259 OOOOO~58a~8@ a a 2 898 a6@ 258528 288,528
4421i1l 0OOOOO55~S3a 4 g 2 1,~85,68$ 5860GlS 5860GlS
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I. From Error to Failure

This appendix describes how the relation is made between the occurrence of errors and
the occurrence of service start-up events. To find a connection between errors and start
up events, every process with at least one error is checked for start-up events. As said
before, the first error in a sequence of errors is considered to be at the root ofa possible
failure (best practice). Therefore there is searched for a link between the first error within
a process instance and a start-up event.

1.1 Relations Between Errors and Start-up Events

The first error within a process is assumed to be an error indicating the root cause of a
possible failure. By using the TBF and the PI TBF as calculated by the tool it is easy to
find the first error loggings within the process instances, because these are the only error
loggings for which the TBF and the PI TBF are different. Only in the case that there is
absolutely no error logging between two process instances with an error logging, the TBF
and the PI TBF are the same for the first error within a process instance. (This was never
the case.) The TBF as calculated by the tool can also be used to validate that the first
error within a process is not an error that followed another error just before the process.
The figure below shows the use of these two values.

PI TBF

First error during process

Error••

,
TBF

PITBF,
TBF

B ~_----,-------~_m--

A~,---

- Process

The figure shows that the first error in the second process instance was not the first error
of a sequence of errors, but indeed the second error. It was found that that the first error
within a process instance, almost always had a TBF of over 600 seconds and therefore
probably was the first of a sequence of errors.
Of course the first error does not necessary has to be an error related to software, to really
get the first error in the process all relevant errors are needed. So al class A, Band C
errors, both hardware and software related, are included in this part of the research to
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make sure that the error that is assumed to be the first error within the process instance is
indeed the first error.

The table below shows the eventID's that were followed by a start-up event in at least
50% of the cases. The table also includes the start-up events that followed the error. (The
arced start-up events did not occur every time) The blue eventID's are related to
embedded software and the red eventID's are related to hardware. The rest (black) of the
eventID's were classified as being software related in severity class C.

# start-
eventiD # total UP % start-up 1 start-up 2 start-up 3 start-up 4
63000000 1 1 100.00% 63000236
63000058 5 5 100.00% 63000236
70010003 1 1 100.00% 650028673

520019901 4 4 100.00% 650028673 520010500
520019903 1 1 100.00% 650028673 760060001 520010500
530019901 1 1 100.00% 650028673 510004097
540019903 1 1 100.00% 650028673
570009909 1 1 100.00% 650028673 570000009
580009901 1 1 100.00% 650028673 580000006
650018093 3 3 100.00% 650028673
730999902 112 109 97.32% 760060001 730080001 650028673
63000011 18 17 94.44% 63000236
63000291 16 15 93.75% 63000236 100060005

730999901 24 22 91.67% 650028673
730999900 10 9 90.00% 650028673
63000171 14 11 78.57% 63000236 730080001 760060001

103262105 31 21 67.74% 63000236 640010001
20028785 15 9 60.00% 100060005
60000011 4 2 50.00% 100060005 760060007 760060001 730080001

The red eventID's in the table are related to hardware, so these are excluded from further
analysis. For all the software related errors from the table, it was found that they are
always followed by a start-up event. Some of the errors occurred just before the end of a
process instance and the start-up events were found just after the end of the process
instance, these start-up events were not included in the analysis up till now, that is why
some percentages in the table are further away from 100%. It was found that all software
related errors are either always or never followed by a service restart.
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J. Errors That Lead to a System Restart PBL40

EventlD Descri ption Unit # Cat.
Application error: communication with MPD unit

100010019 failed Misc. 10 2 SW
Image

103262105 Frontal FDC: Gigalink not 10ckedlFDC FRONTAL Processor 1 HW
20008969 Generator exception occurred 8969 Xray Control 1 HW
20027272 Generator exception occurred 27272 Xray Control 7 HW
20028785 Generator exception occurred 28785 Xray Control 9 HW
20028787 Generator exception occurred 28787 Xray Control 9 HW

Application error: SysCAN Collimator could not be
40000202 started Collimator 1 HW

System CPU load has been too high for at least 5 Image
50001055 seconds! Detector 1 SW

Programming error: CLE1 4157 dev_cls.c#1880 SW
63000000 p_ task can 527 1:can int.c Geometry 1 emb.

SW
63000011 Application error: Error on Long. movement Geometry 1 emb.

Application error: Unexpected height movement SW
63000171 detected by AD5 table Geometry 1 emb.

Application error: Longitudinal Motor Drive
63000185 unexpected movement Geometry 1 HW

Application error: Tilt Motor Drive position potm.,
63000188 Position out of ranqe Geometry 1 HW

SW
63000291 Proqramminq error: GSC: Geometry 4 emb.

Image
70020004 Application error: Invalid ISB response Processor 3 HW/SW

Image
70091294 Frontal Channel Exception on IPB: Data abort Processor 1 SW

Image
73200000 ISB FRONTAL Processor 3 HW
80010014 SIB GENCAN error UI Devices 6 HW
80010051 Communication error: Control reported an error. UI Devices 39 HW

Communication error: Configured UI module is not
80010055 detected. UI Devices 4 HW

Frontal FDC: Flat Detector (frontend) X-ray window Image
103268105 timing f Detector 1 HW
510610011 Proqramminq XRay-Generator failure Acquisition 3 HW/SW

510610100 SW programming error Acquisition 2 SW
510710102 Cine Xper Validation Failure Acquisition 1 SW
510710103 Testshot Lockin Xper Validation Failure Acquisition 2 SW

impl.dicom.nativemodel.network.UNKNOWN: Archiving &
570000000 Connection is not established. Networking 1 SW

PC-
730999902 Programming error: structured exception. Infrastructure 2 SW
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K. Errors That Lead to a System Restart PBL30

EventlD Description Unit # Cat.
X-Ray

10000006 CAN connection with qenerator Generator 1 HW
20006948 Generator exception occurred 6948 Xray Control 1 SW
20027272 Generator exception occurred 27272 Xray Control 2 HW

Application error: SysCAN Collimator could not be
40000202 started Collimator 2 HW

SW
63000006 Proqramminq error: ADC conversion failed Geometry 1 emb.

SW
63000011 Application error: Error on Lonq. movement Geometry 3 emb.

Application error: Longitudinal Motor Drive
63000185 unexpected movement Geometry 1 HW

SW
63000291 Programminq error: GSC: Geometry 2 emb.

Image
70020004 Invalid ISB response Processor 1 HW/SW
80010014 SIB GENCAN error UI Devices 1 HW
80010051 Communication error: Control reported an error. UI Devices 34 HW

Communication error: Configured UI module is not
80010055 detected. UI Devices 6 HW

103262105 Frontal FDC: Gigalink not 10ckedlFDC FRONTAL Image Detector 6 HW
103362105 Lateral FDC: Giqalink not 10ckedlFDC LATERAL Imaqe Detector 1 HW

Application error: Image Processor Frame Buffer
510032792 failed to prepare for Acquisition. Acquisition 1 HW/SW
510610011 Programming XRay-Generator failure Acquisition 3 HW/SW

impl.dicom.access.UNKNOWN: Skipping pending Archiving &
570000000 input P-DATA-TF data Networking 3 SW

Patient & Beam
580009901 Proaramming error: unspecified exception. pos. 1 SW

Programming error: process terminated due to a PC-
730999900 fatal exception. Infrastructure 1 SW
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L. Errors That Lead to a System Restart PBL20

EventlD Description Unit # Cat.
20008873 Generator exception occurred 8873 Xray Control 1 HW
20027272 Generator exception occurred 27272 Xray Control 1 HW
20027278 Generator exception occurred 27278 Xray Control 6 HW
20028787 Generator exception occurred 28787 Xray Control 1 HW

SW
63000011 Application error: Error on Long. movement Geometry 3 emb.

Programming error: CLE1 2003 dev_cls.C#1997 SW
63000291 p se quard tsk:dev c1s.c Geometry 1 emb.

Image
70010003 Condition not met Processor 2 HW/SW

Image
70030006 VpcService restarted Processor 5 HW/SW
80010051 Communication error: Control reported an error. UI Devices 18 HW

103262105 Frontal FDC: Giqalink not locked Imaqe Detector 14 HW
510610100 TestShot Lockln Plugln: SW programming error Acquisition 1 SW

PC-
730999901 Programming error: unspecified exception. Infrastructure 1 SW
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M. Identifying Failing Units Reported by PC-Infrastructure

.:. <LogEntry>
<Index>7977</Index>
<Unit>PC-lnfrastructure</Unit>
< Date> 2007-06-21 </Date>
<Time> 15:33:35</Time>
<Severity>Error</Severity>
< LogID> 20484</LogID>
< EventID> 730999902</EventID>
<Description>Programming error: structured exception.</Description>
<SystemMode> Normal Operation</SystemMode>
<Module>C:\Program

Files\PMS\Fusion\Dm_datamodeLprod\DmServer_ur.exe</ModuIe>

<SourceFile>t:\infra_impact_build\uinfra\infra\infra\errorsupport\src\erro
rsupport\lnfraStructuredException.cpp</SourceFile>

<LineNumber>395</LineNumber>
<Memo>[FREE_TEXT] *** Structured exception *** Exception code: C0000006

IN_PAGE_ERROR Fault address: 7C809E9C 01:00008E9C
C:\WINDOWS\system32\kerneI32.dlllntel registers: EAX:0057DA50
EBX:00142F48 ECX:000004E4 EDX:0057DA51 ESI:000004E4 EDI:OOOOOOOO
CS:EIP:001B:7C809E9C SS:ESP:0023:0528F160, EBP:0528F190 DS:0023,
ES:0023, FS:003B, GS:OOOO Flags:00010246 Call stack: Fault address:
7C809E9C 01:00008E9C C:\WINDOWS\system32\kerneI32.dll M+Ox01EF
O+Ox0035
t:\infra_impact_build\uinfra\infra\infra\comsupport\src\infracomlib\infra
comclienterrorhandling.cpp(157):
ClnfraComClientErrorHandling::ClnfraComClientErrorHandling
t: \db_rckt_b2_pbI43_buildstream \ udb\db\pub\infra\ inc\infracomclientus
ererrorhalndling.h(20): ClnfraComClientUserErrorHandling<enum
tagDbError>: :ClnfraComClientUserErrorHandl ing<enum tagDbError>
t:\db_rckt_b2_pbI43_buildstream\udb\db\datamodel\server\src\dmserve
r\dmdbcommandmanager.cpp(1395):
CDmDbCommandMa,nager::DoUpdatelnDatabase
t: \db_rckt_b2_pbI43_buildstream \ udb\db\datamodel\server\src\dmserve
r\dmphysica,lio.cpp(508): CDmPhysicaIIO::Upda,te
t:\db_rckt_b2_pbI43_buildstream\udb\db\datamodel\server\src\dmserve
r\dmlogicalio.cpp(530): CDmLogicaIIO::Update
t: \db_rckt_b2_pbI43_buildstream \ udb\db\datamodel\server\src\dmserve
r\dmlogicalioatl.cpp(214): CDmLogicaIIOATL::Update C+Ox0075 N+Ox0215
C+Ox0082 S+Ox10439 S+Ox103E3 C+Ox07DC C+Ox0701 S+Ox10319
S+Ox101C4 S+OxFF1D N+Ox01C9 N+Ox012E N+Ox005A C+Ox02E2
C+Ox0323 N+Ox028B I+Ox014C I+Ox05EA I+Ox0403 I+Ox05D2 G+Ox01B4
[SEVERITY] Error [EXCEPTION_DESCRIPTION] IN_PAGE_ERROR</Memo>

<Thread> 9556</Thread >
<Channelldentification>X-Ray Channel Undefined</Channelldentification>

</LogEntry>
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.= <LogEntry>
<Index> 10226</Index>
<Unit>Session Manager</Unit>
<Date>2007-06-21</Date>
<Time>17:39:S2</Time>
<Severity>Information</Severity>
< LogID> 20481 </LogID>
< EventID> 760060001</EventID>
< Description >Starting Service</Description>
<SystemMode>Normal Operation </SystemMode>
<Module>C:\Program

Files\PMS\Fusion\lnfra_SMG_prod\lnfraSessionManager_ur.exe</Module>
<SourceFile>. \lnfraSessionService.cpp</SourceFile>
<LineNumber>S17</LineNumber>
<Memo>[FREE_TEXT] For service: LogService Module</Memo>
<Thread>3276</Thread>
<Channelldentification>X-Ray Channel Undefined</ChanneIIdentification >

</LogEntry>

.= <LogEntry>
<Index> 10203</Index>
<Unit>PC-lnfrastructure</Unit>
< Date> 2007-06-21 </Date>
<Time> 17:39 :41 </Time>
<Severity>Error</Severity>
<LogID>20484</LogID>
<EventID>730999900</EventID>
<Description>Programming error: process terminated due to a fatal

exception. </Description >
<SystemMode>Normal Operation</SystemMode>
<Module>C:\Program

Files\PMS\Fusion\BL_beamlim_prod\BLBeamLim_ur.exe</ModuIe>

<SourceFile>t:\infra_impact_build\uinfra\infra\infra\errorsupport\src\erro
rsupport\lnfraException.cpp</SourceFile>

<LineNumber>36S</LineNumber>
<Memo> [SEVERITY] Error</Memo>
<Thread>4116</Thread >
<ChanneIIdentification>X-Ray Channel Undefined</Channelldentification>

</LogEntry>
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N. Comparing Systems PBL30 Service Restarts

System PI time (h) #PI # errors MPTBE (h)
12320 2,195 606 2 1,098
18076 1,580 124.; C 1,58C
18428 3,463 1752 1C 346
19463 1,848 189.; 1 1,848
19596 3,347 266S 4 837
20541 1 199 1431 C 1,199
21293 1,625 546 9 181
21538 2,641 897 23 115
21773 2,411 1891 ':\ 804
21774 2,947 2234 6 491
21776 1 399 532 0 1,399
21777 1,501 898 0 1,501
21858 1,794 1251 3 598
22812 435 333 1 435
23084 2,531 820 1 2,531
23404 3,927 3759 30 131
24260 2,365 1211 1 2,365
24261 1,621 771 0 1,621
24582 1,469 679 2 735
24856 1,887 826 1 1,887
25271 1,205 1671 1 1,205
27240 1,09C 704 2 545
27350 1,76C 1124 0 1,760
28093 6C 32 0 60
28499 2272 1722 5 455
28500 1,896 918 2 948
29383 1,80C 1625 5 360
29927 1 31C 830 0 1,310
30028 1,572 1055 1 1,572
30448 1,704 1126 C 1,704
30883 155 59 C 155
31068 550 1010 C 55C
31434 650 691 4 163
31815 1,101 415 C 1,101
32177 217 60 0 217
32487 1,234 346 0 1,234
32491 110 27 3 37
32545 396 305 1 396
32945 1,183 766 0 1,183
32946 1,698 1099 0 1,698
33300 195 140 0 195
33610 843 213 2 422
33736 1,064 966 0 1,064
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34265 1,688 1634 22 77
34425 963 387 0 963
34849 942 614 1 942
35229 359 291 0 359
35375 409 140 0 409
35693 113 76 1 113
36060 173 98 0 173
36396 392 271 0 392
36406 622 235 20 31
36462 555 378 0 555
36575 860 519 0 860
36837 67 77 0 67
37019 500 311 0 500
37284 711 261 0 711
37415 105 60 0 105
37416 109 66 0 109
37689 681 394 0 681
37818 725 264 0 725
37893 416 436 0 416
37896 881 599 7 126
38733 402 404 0 402
38892 597 732 5 119
39268 1,232 517 0 1,232
39383 820 313 0 820
39554 625 514 0 625
39597 402 299 1 402
39598 391 30C 1 391
39600 272 85 0 272
39601 619 236 1 619
41287 334 144 0 334
42020 482 237 0 482
42046 176 136 0 176
42089 162 45 0 162
42260 212 69 0 212
43021 337 218 0 337
43840 122 99 0 122
44157 167 39 0 167
44775 89 52 0 89
44778 50 16 1 50
PBL30 85,014 54714 183 465

not 4 systems 76,136 48189 88 865
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o. Comparing Systems PBL20 Service Restarts

PI time # MPTBE
system (h) # PI errors (h)

7868 2545 1659 1 2,545
9181 2,524 1459 2 1,262
11792 867 493 0 867
18399 267 77 1 267
19189 1,184 912 1 1,184
19190 2,044 1389 0 2,044
19420 929 472 0 929
21775 1,993 1205 1 1,993
23547 1,221 818 25 49
25537 2,171 957 0 2,171
26912 2,237 1179 0 2,237
27272 1 044 829 4 261
27538 1 163 322 0 1,163
30362 623 409 0 623
33270 348 228 0 348
33299 97 37 0 97
33398 1239 580 0 1,239
33609 816 207 0 816
35515 159 199 0 159
37436 1 039 673 6 173
40928 466 106 8 58
42639 490 222 0 490
44715 103 40 0 103
45071 168 169 0 168
PBL20 25,739 14641 49 525

not 23547 24,518 13823 24 1,022
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